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UCC Flooding Appeal Goes to Supreme Court

Ciaran Dineen, News Editor

T

he Irish Supreme Court has
agreed to hear an appeal from
University College Cork following
findings which ruled that the

dams, leading to major flooding all
over the city, but causing particular
damage to Mardyke residents and
UCC. Little notice was provided to
In late November of 2009, a state
residents before the ESB made their
of emergency was declared in Cork
decision, which they claimed was
after the ESB were forced to open
Electricity Supply Board (ESB) is
not liable for flood damage which
was inflicted on UCC in 2009.
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done in order to minimise flooding to
the city. However, cases were brought
to the High Court through UCC’s
insurers, Aviva, on the grounds that
the ESB had acted negligently with
the actions that they took in 2009.
Continued on page 5
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The Library, Assignments and
Mental Wellbeing Week
Cailean Coffey, Editor-in-Chief

Hello and welcome to issue five of this years University Express.
With this issue, we aim to provide a means of escape from your
countless assignments and exams and offer you the opportunity to
waste some quality time in one of the least productive ways (apart
from Instagram, Twitter is at least slightly educational).
As you’re reading this, it’s very likely that I am trapped somewhere
in the library trying to finish one of the six assignments I have due in the next three weeks. I’ll either be
focused on my final year project, an assignment on the psychology of jury selection in the Irish court
system or dissecting the ways in which we go about making a behaviour change. Needless to say for
the next few weeks I’ll be living in the library.Well, I was going to but the recent announcements that
library staff will start moving items that are left unattended on desks for 45 minutes in order to free up
study space for other students has left me feeling a little uneasy. While I understand the reasoning behind
this new rule, it does strike me as worrying. I would understand if items left for 90 minutes were moved,
that’s plenty of time, but what if I’m studying in the library all day except for one lecture, that I have in
the boole, at 1 o’clock. Am I expected to pack up all of my belongings for what’s going to take no more
than an hour and then spend my time in the lecture wondering if I’m going to get another seat? What if
I want lunch, and because there’s a long queue in the students centre (which there often is during study
week) and I’m delayed because of something I can’t control, do I deserve to be kicked out of my spot? 90
minutes, or even 75 minutes, seems much more adequate. This new rule has the potential to make students
feel as though they don’t have time for a break, thus pushing them to go without food, water or fresh air
for almost a full working day, anywhere else and this change would be met by widespread condemnation.
I urge the library staff to reconsider the rule, even just the length of time before things are moved, for the
good of students everywhere.
In other news, this week (November 12th) marks UCC’s Mental Wellbeing week. Winter is a stressful time
in college and it’s easy to find yourself drained, exhausted, under intense pressure and struggling as the
semester draws to a close. There are events throughout the week across campus promoting a healthy attitude
towards mental health and mental wellbeing. Events on campus include stress management workshops, a
Puppy room thanks to the Animal Welfare society and Niteline, and numerous talks, coffee mornings and
workshops with other societies and the charity Jigsaw, the national centre for Youth mental health. For more
information on timetables for the weeks events, check out the Student Union’s social media pages.
For now though, have a fantastic week, take care of yourself and your stressed out friend beside you. We’re
all being put through the wringer right now, and for
the next few weeks life may seem mental, but we’ll
editor@uccexpress.ie
get through it. See you all in the library.

Winter isn’t coming, it’s already here
Ciaran Dineen, News Editor

Hard to imagine that this is the second last edition of the year but alas
this is the case. You know exams are coming when the number of seats
in library begin to decrease day after day and soon enough they’ll be
people queuing at 7 am just to get a spot (are ye for real lads?). As you can
probably tell by my title, it’s safe to say that yes I am a Game of Thrones
fan (who isn’t?), but more importantly I’m finding it very cold these days.
Luckily for me, I get to go home to my nice warm house, put the kettle
on and jump into bed. For many of us this is something that we can
perhaps take for granted sometimes. When the phrase ‘winter is coming’ is used in GOT, we immediately
knew that there was something sinister about this, even in season one. For most people, winter is their
favourite time of the year, it’s a time to get in and get warm, buy/receive presents and spend time with those
who we love. Some people, however, fear winter the most and we see these people almost every day. This
time last year I interviewed a man who devotes most of his time to helping the homeless in Cork City. He
himself was facing homelessness not so many years ago and as a result knows the danger that winter can
bring. Many people died during the cold months in Cork last year and, once again, more will face this fight
with life and death in the near future. While many of us look away when we see someone lying in a doorway
it’s never too late to offer some help. Any bit of interaction is beneficial when you are homeless as you could
spend all day looking at people’s feet going past you, as if you are invisible. If you can buy them a coffee or a
hat, something that will keep them warm, not only will this help them but the goodwill that you show will rub
off on others and will make you feel taller once you walk away. Always be grateful for what you have and try
not to take things for granted because you don’t know how fortunate you might be.
Thanks for reading, catch you in two weeks time. - Ciaran.
news@uccexpress.ie #uccexpress
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UCC
SEXPRESS
Special Edition
Blasphemy Referendum: A Review
Fiona Keeley, Online Editor

O

n the 26th of October, the
people of Ireland went to the
polls in small but decisive numbers
to vote in not just the presidential
election but also in the blasphemy
referendum. The government asked
the people to determine whether
we should take the fact blasphemy
is considered a criminal offence
out of our constitution. An overall
‘Yes’ vote would mean the word
blasphemy would be removed from
Article 40.6.1 and it would allow
the government to change the law to
ensure that it would not be seen as a
criminal offense. A ‘No’ vote would
keep Article 40.6.1 in stasis. After
months of acquiring much less
attention than the question about
who would be our next president,
the result was revealed as the votes
were counted.
While each constituency in Ireland
indicated an overall ‘Yes’ vote, the
electoral turnout for this referendum
was alarmingly low compared to
previous referendums, standing at
only 43.79% (1,489,694 citizens).
As it stands there is no concrete
definition of the term blasphemy in
the constitution despite the fact it
claims that blasphemy is illegal. The
legal definition for the term can be
found in the Defamation Act 2009.
The Act claims blasphemy to be
when someone “publishes or utters
matter that are grossly abusive or
insulting in relation to matters held
sacred by any religion, thereby
causing outrage among a substantial
number of the adherents of that
religion”, or “by the publication or
utterance of the matter concerned,
to cause such outrage.” While
nobody has been prosecuted under
Ireland’s blasphemy laws, Stephen
Fry challenged them in 2015 when
he participated in a television
interview with Gay Byrne when
he was asked what he might say to
God at the pearly gates.

Out of the 43.85% of the population
that voted, 64.85% of the results
collected supported the ‘Yes’ vote
while 35.15% backed the ‘No’
vote. The turnout was consistently
low across all constituencies, with
Wicklow providing the highest
turnout at 50.68%. On the other
end of the spectrum, the lowest
turnout was recorded in Dublin
Central where only 31.75% cast
their vote. Donegal proved to be
the constituency with the tightest
result as the ‘Yes’ vote scraped past
the finish line with 51.53% of the
vote. The fact that this referendum
passed with a minority of the
eligible electorate casting their
vote presents what may be seen as
people not exercising their right to
vote through either lack of initiative
or not being in the constituency they
were registered in on the day. It also
may offer the idea that people were
not adequately informed about this
referendum due to it living in the
shadow of the presidential race for
most of the campaign.
The Taoiseach welcomed the result
saying that “It is very much part
of an ongoing campaign in many
ways to reform our constitution, to
make it a 21st century constitution
or a 21st century Republic.”
Those sentiments extended to
other members of government,
with Minister for Justice Charlie
Flanagan remarking “We have
again sent a message to the
world, a strong message that laws
against blasphemy do not reflect
Irish values and that we do not
believe such laws should exist”.
The responsibility now lies with
the government to use the power
the people have given them to
remove the term blasphemy from
the constitution. A revised Article
40.6.1 will state “The publication
or utterance of seditious or
indecent matter is an offence which
shall be punishable in accordance
with law”.
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Ireland Joins Others in Airbnb Clampdown
Ciaran Dineen, News Editor

I

n an aim to tackle the housing
crisis, the Irish government is set to
introduce new regulations which will
reduce the amount of properties used
for short-term lets. The new laws will
commence in June of 2019 and will
be enforced particularly rigidly in
cities where there is a high-demand
for housing.
Over the years, Airbnb has infiltrated
housing markets across Europe
and has been a vehicle for tourist
accommodation.
However,
it
had become an overpowered and
unregulated corporation, totally
driven by maximising profits at the
expense of native citizens struggling
to find housing for themselves.
Landlords and property owners in
Ireland and across Europe have been
known to rent their dwellings on
short-term lets through Airbnb, as
opposed to renting or selling them on
the wider property market. The lack
of investment in housing since the
economic recession, coupled with the
effects of companies like Airbnb, has
caused a crisis the likes of which this
country has never seen before.

Ireland has been late to the party
when it comes to enforcing new
regulations on this type of industry,
as countries all over Europe have
already acted in an attempt to
minimise the level of exploitation.
Before the new regulations, owners
of buy-to-let properties were free to
rent their second-homes on a shortterm basis, meaning that foreign
tourists with deep pockets have
often been prioritised. However,
the new regulations will mean
that in instances such as this, the
landlord will have to seek planning
permission from their local council
if they wish to continue renting on
a short-term basis. In cities like
Dublin and Cork, the likelihood of
planning being granted under such
circumstances is very slim as these
are booming cities where housing
is most scarce. This will prevent
Airbnb and landlords letting to what
could be dozens of different tenants
every year.

Those homeowners who wish to
rent a room in their property while
they still occupy it as their primary
residence will not have to apply for
planning permission. They will be

allowed to rent out a room all year
round with no restrictions, as long as
they remain in residence. However,
if they wish to let out their entire
property for a certain period, for
example during the summer, they
will only have the opportunity to let
for a maximum of 90 days over a
calendar year for short-term booking
of two weeks or less at a time.
Speaking on the day that the plans
were unveiled, Minister for Housing
Eoghan Murphy said, “we want
to protect...home sharing where
someone might let a room in their
home or indeed the entire house if
they go away for a two-week holiday
to pay the bills”. This will prevent
landlords taking their properties out
of the long-term rental scheme in the
hope that they can make more profit
in short-term lets. Minister Murphy
continued by saying, “Essentially,
the reforms will introduce a ‘one
host, one home’ model in areas
where there is high housing demand.
Home-Sharing will continue to be
permissible where it is a person’s
primary residence, and people will
have to now register with their local
authority as such.”

The new changes should help to
incrementally increase the amount
of houses available for students
to rent, as previously students
would have been overlooked by
Airbnb properties. Unsurprisingly,
Airbnb responded critically to
the imposition of regulations
next summer by saying, “1 in 5
Irish families use Airbnb to share
their homes, boost their income
and explore the world, and rules
that legitimise home sharing are
in everyone’s best interests. But
home sharing didn’t cause Ireland’s
historic housing concerns, and many
will be disheartened to hear a false
promise that these proposals are the
solution.”
In an interview for the previous
edition of the University Express,
Director General of the Irish
Universities
Association,
Jim
Miley, called on the government
to implement new rules and
regulations against Airbnb in order
to help increase units available for
student accommodation. The news
will therefore be welcomed by the
IUA and also by students seeking
accommodation.
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Cover Story continued...
After a trial which lasted 104 days,
the High Court released a lengthy
judgement which found that the
ESB had been negligent. However,
the Court found that they were not
solely responsible for all damage
caused by the floods, which cost
UCC somewhere in the region of
€20 million. Mr Justice Barrett
ruled that ESB was responsible for
60% of damages, while it found
UCC negligent to the value of the
remaining 40%. At the time of
the result, a spokesperson for the
University said, “UCC has put in
place significant flood protection
works since the 2009 event to
enhance the safety of staff and
students and the protection of
the campus”. At the time, this
judgement was an important one as
it would set a precedent for future
decisions taken by dam operators,
while also protecting innocent
property owners who would be the
victims of flooding.
However, the ESB immediately
responded to the decision by
lodging an appeal against the
High Court judgement. In March
of this year, the Court of Appeal
reversed the decision of the High
Court in what was a significant
judgement. The three judge court
said that the High Court decision,
if not reversed, would create a
‘significant alteration’ to the current
law surrounding negligence. The
court said that the damage created
arose due to a natural event, which
suggests that to penalise the ESB
would
therefore
dramatically
increase the number of claims
made in the future under similar
circumstances. In a subrogated
claim brought on behalf of UCC’s
insurer, Aviva, the University had
claimed the ESB’s management
of water releases from two
hydroelectric dams on the River
Lee led to significant unnecessary
additional
flooding
causing
substantial damage to 29 buildings
on the UCC campus.

In making their decision in March,
the Court of Appeal referred to
a number of errors that the High
Court committed in coming to their
judgement, specifically mentioning
their mistakes in determining
liability on the part of the ESB.
The Court of Appeal said in their
overall conclusions, “The damage
arose from a natural event. ESB did
not cause the flooding of UCC’s
buildings; ESB did not release
stored water from its reservoirs.
The outflow was at all material
times less than the quantity of
water coming downriver into the
Lee Scheme”. They went onto say,
“ESB did not have a duty in law to
avoid unnecessary flooding, to keep
the level of water in the reservoirs
to TTOL or to make anti-flooding
storage space available”. Not only
does this judgement place 100%
negligence on University College
Cork, meaning that it cannot claim
any compensation, but they also
face huge legal costs, reportedly
heading into millions of euro.
Despite the result from the Court
of Appeal, UCC have been granted
permission to take their case to the
Supreme Court. The reasons behind
this is because the court felt that the
issues of law raised were considered
to be matters of public importance.
The ESB will likewise be granted
an opportunity to have their
application granted, should they
want to prepare for any evidence
they feel will be used against them
in the Supreme Court.
The case is not just of importance to
UCC but to hundreds of others also.
There are approximately 400 similar
cases currently against the ESB in
relation to the events that unfolded
in 2009. Many of the victims that
suffered personal damage over
the days of flooding still await
closure. Nine years on since the
state of emergency, residents and
business owners have been tossed
in one direction and then the next,
and now they must again brace
themselves for another long and
arduous judicial process. 
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Keeping Up with the SU: Q&A
Kelly Coyle,
‘Why the move from ‘Mental Health Week’ to ‘Mental Wellbeing Week’?
This year we decided to go back to the original naming of Mental
Wellbeing Week to make it more about everyone’s general wellbeing.
Everyone has mental health, but by bringing the focus back to general
wellbeing we want everyone to start thinking about the little everyday
things that can have an impact on your mental health. We will be running
a campaign around simple ways to mind your mental health and all our
events are aimed to provide people with a platform to open up and talk
about their mental wellbeing, no matter what they’re struggling with.
‘How did the ﬁrst council of the year go?’
Our first student council went really well, students were engaged and
there were some fantastic motions passed as mandates. If anyone
is interested in coming along to councils in the future just give our
student council Facebook page a like and keep up to date when the
next one is coming up. Student Council is a really good way of finding
out what the SU have been up to and it gives you the opportunity to
question us if there’s something you don’t think we have been doing.
‘What’s next for tackling the housing crisis?’
This year we’re keeping up the fight against the housing crisis throughout
the year. Most years accommodation is the hot topic for September
and again in April, but it’s forgotten about in the middle. We’re having
a Housing Town Hall on November 20th in Kane 18 at 6pm to allow
students to share their housing horror stories. We will also be looking for
people to get involved in our future plans to tackle the crisis, we will be
creating a strategic plan and ensuring that Student Unions going forward
are aware of the issues and know how to tackle them.
‘Where can we ﬁnd a list of future SU events?’
This year we created a bookmark with all of our main events which
you can get from the SU reception, we also hand them out during our
Know Your Union days so if you spot us on your satellite campus
come up and ask for one. Alternatively, if you follow us on Facebook,
Instagram or Snapchat we post updates of what we’re getting up to
there.
Will the SU be in the Christmas Panto this year?
Absolutely, and we can’t wait! We can’t reveal any details of it yet,
but we will be taking part in the show. The panto will be on from
November 28th – December 1st this year.
As always, if you have anything you want to ask for the next Q&A just
send me an email at deputy@uccsu.ie. Thanks for reading, I hope I
have successfully kept you up with the SU, and if you want to find out
more about what we’re up to you can always tune into our radio show
on 98.3fm on Mondays at 12pm.
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election would pan out. After the
election, I personally spoke to many
people who hadn’t voted, with the
main lines reasoning being either
apathy, or a sense of certainty that
the election would only go one way.
Given the record highs in turnout
seen at the referendum on the 8th
amendment earlier this year, it can
almost certainly said that apathy
played a significant role in the low
turnout for the Presidential Election.
The turnout for the 8th amendment
referendum was the third-highest for
any referendum in Irish history, with
a total of 64.5% of the electorate
getting out to vote. It’s not that people
can’t vote. People – particularly
young people – vote when they’re
inspired, mobilised, and eager to
use their voice for change. To put it
bluntly, people vote when they care.

Photograph: Sam Boal / RollingNews.ie

The 2018 Presidential Election:

Upheaval, apathy, and an historically low turnout
Fergal Smiddy, Features Editor any midterm election since 1966, question “Why?” is an obvious
With not even a month having passed
since the 2018 Presidential Election
took place in Ireland, the topic of
voting and electorate mobilisation
is once again hot on tongues across
the globe. With the 2018 Midterm
elections taking place last Tuesday
in the U.S., and given the intense
climate currently surrounding the
country’s politics, it’s no surprise
that the topic has been of widespread
discussion over the course of the
last few weeks. Massive celebrities
such as Taylor Swift took to social
media to encourage people to vote,
with some going as far as to endorse
certain candidates. The general buzz
and appetite for political reform
surrounding the elections shone
through strongly on election day, and
seemed to translate directly to actual
votes. The results of the election
showcased a surge in voter turnout
and overall political involvement.
NPR reported that the 2018 midterms
received the highest voter turnout of

and showed a massive increase
in numbers from even the 2014
and 2010 elections. Young voters
turned up in their droves, voting (in
particular, voting for democrats) in
historic numbers. One of the main
reasons for this massive turnout in
the U.S. midterms is quite an obvious
one. The political unrest and tensions
brought about by Donald Trump and
his administration has been a matter
of international reporting since the
first day of his presidency, and dates
back further through the course of
his divisive campaign. The scale of
this disorder is nowhere to be seen
in Ireland today, and is perhaps one
part of the larger reason why, unlike
the US Midterms, the 2018 Irish
presidential election was one of
historically low voter turnout.

and justified one to ask, but,
unfortunately is anything but easy to
answer. There are multiple reasons
and variants that may affect the
voter turnout for a given election,
many of them surprising. Issues such
as housing and population age, to
more seemingly trivial factors such
as distance to the polling station
and even the weather are known to
have direct and indirect effects on
the level of voter turnout for a given
election. What’s important to note is
that, while it may be tempting, it’s
not accurate to attribute low voter
turnout directly to a sense of political
apathy. Turnout is a product of many
complex and intertwining variants.

To say that apathy played no
part
in the 2018 Presidential
Election,however, would be naïve.
The 2018 Presidential Election As soon as the earliest reports of low
saw the lowest voter turnout of any turnout began to surface on election
Presidential Election in Ireland’s day, the #Áras18 hashtag on social
history. According to the Irish media flooded with concerned voters
Independent, only 43.87% of the pleading with their fellow citizens
electorate turned out to vote. The not to be complacent in how the

As it so often is, the apathy shown
by the electorate in the Presidential
Election was met with somewhat of
a surprising election result. While
Micheal D. Higgins won by a
historical landslide (as was expected
by many), another candidate’s surge
in votes stole many of the newspaper
headlines in the following days.
The upset caused by Peter Casey’s
massive surge from 1% in opinion
polls to 20% in the final election
overshadowed Higgins’ victory
throughout the media. Casey’s
controversial comments on travellers
and welfare recipients were attributed
as being the primary force behind
his sudden increase in popularity.
Divisive as he may be, certain people
were inspired by Casey, so they went
out and voted. Emotional drive and
passion have always been massive
incentives for people to go out and
vote, and I imagine they will remain
as such. However, if we continue to
vote on such superficial grounds, and
allow our complacency to fool us out
of exercising our civic responsibility,
we will continue to see such political
upheavals and we will continue to
be shocked by election results. We
will ask ourselves “How did this
happen?” just as Trump’s America
and Brexit’s Britain have been asking
themselves over the past few years.
The answer, of course, will be the
same as it always is and always has
been, across any and every election:
you didn’t vote. 
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start writing (no judgement please,
this is a safe space).

If it wasn’t for the last minute, nothing would get done
Karolina Kudyte, Features Writer
I am a huge procrastinator, or at
least used to be, and that is no secret
to anyone that has gotten to know
me even a bit. ‘Last Minute’ could
be my middle name and I couldn’t
even be mad about it, because, well,
if the shoe fits. They say admitting
your faults is a step to progress, but
I have known this fault of mine and
admitted it a million times over, and
guess what? Nothing has changed!
“Don’t tell yourself to do stuff, just do
it” is a phrase you will hear most life
coaches and positive speakers scream
to your face, not to mention your
family, or sometimes even friends,
but no matter how annoyingly
obvious these words are, no one
really follows them. Why? Because,
(provided I am not the only weirdo
out here and someone out there will

be able to relate to my problem)
even if, in theory, something is really
of huge importance to my life, unless
I truly think of it that way and care
about it as a number one priority, it
simply won’t get done. So, what do
I do? I train myself discipline every
day. Drooling over influential people
and their lives on social media is
not something I enjoy anymore,
especially when some of those
people have become my friends, and
swimming along the current does not
seem like an option anymore. Nor is
it something I wish to keep doing.
Thus, instead of throwing out all
of my beliefs and turning my life
around all in one night, start small;
so that this revelation of mine
doesn’t simply linger around for a
bit, but sticks for life and pushes me
forward to where I need to get.

Each day, I am working on little
things in my life. For example:
instead of making an art exhibition
out of dirty dishes in my room, I
just take it to the kitchen and wash
it. Silly, right? But it all adds up, and
before you know it, you won’t be
able to leave that cup on the table.
It will stare you down (like, your
parents when you tell them you are
off to live in Australia and experience
the world. True story). Next comes
that never ending promise to yourself
about doing a bit of school work
every day, instead of leaving it all to
the last minute. If you want to keep
up with your fellow students (and
God forbid - even surpass them) this
superpower is a must. Ironically,
says the girl who is sitting here,
writing an article about discipline
and procrastination, when she has an
essay due soon and should probably

Putting jokes aside for a paragraph,
I truly have struggled with time
management for as long as I can
remember. What helped me to get
past it, bit by bit, were good examples
around me of how a life could be
(meaning my friends and family)
when you aren’t feeling anxious
about something that’s left undone.
You’d be surprised by the amount of
work that can get done in a day when
you plan it correctly. Your self-worth
grows exponentially, as does your
view on limitations. Your mind-set
becomes more positive, you have
more energy, and even all the bad
stuff that happens in between won’t
leave a crack in your foundation.
The less busy you keep yourself, the
less you will do. That might sound
like an exhausting thought, but it
is painfully true. Before, I could
spend a whole day watching Netflix
because I thought I deserved it –
“it’s my day off and I need the rest”.
When I compared it to another day,
where I managed to go to work, do
a few assignments for University and
see a play with a friend, I realised
how bad I had become with excuses.
Telling myself that I quit dancing
because the circumstances did not
give me a chance to keep on doing it;
or jumping between hobbies before
actually getting good at them.
More than anything, these were my
weaknesses. I am a very stubborn
person. If I decide that I want to
try something, you better believe
that I will. But in the same way, if I
convince myself that I should give
up, no amount of guilt-tripping will
make me change my mind. That
is why, in the very beginning of
this very long article, I mentioned
priorities. If you don’t tag something
as important in your head, it will
collect dust for centuries in a box
that dwells in your mind, called
“Dreams”. I adore this one phrase
that memory expert Jim Kwik once
posted on his social media:
When a child is learning how to walk
and falls down 100 times, they never
think to themselves, ‘Maybe this is
not for me’.
I will leave you to dwell on that
for a bit.
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The dark Side of Erasmus:
What the promotional videos won’t tell you

Fergal Smiddy, Features Editor programme probably lies in the fact study in Ireland. It’s an opportunity people involved, the rose-tinted

W

ith provisional meetings in
full swing and paperwork
looming for UCC students set to
study abroad in the 2019 academic
year,
Erasmus
is
suddenly
becoming a very real and imposing
thing. According to Wikipedia
(a source to which I frequently
surrender my abilities to doubt
and think critically), The Erasmus
programme, launched in 1987, is
named after the Dutch philosopher,
theologian, Renaissance Humanist
(deep breath), monk, and devout
Roman
Catholic:
Desiderius
Erasmus of Rotterdam. His
relevance to the modern Erasmus

that he is hailed as being somewhat
of a central figure in European
Renaissance-era
intellectualism
and philosophy. Either that, or the
fact that he engaged in the odd
theological and philosophical scrap
with Martin Luther – who knows,
really.

that didn’t even rest on the edge
of possibility for our parents’
generation, or any other generation
gone before us – a mutuallybeneficial,
mutually-appreciated
exchange of knowledge, academia
and cultural experience. It truly
and supremely represents the finest
ideals of our modern, globalised
Since its birth, the Erasmus world – and it’s only expanding.
programme has offered an avenue
for over 60,000 Irish people (both However, these fine ideals and
third level students and staff romantic notions of Erasmus
members) to travel and study wholly apply openly when the
abroad in a host of European programme is looked at as a whole
partner Universities. As well as – through the detached, impersonal
this, the programme has welcomed lens of cultural integration and
over 100,000 European students to globalisation. For the individual

glasses of opportunity and selfdiscovery can often become
clouded with fear, homesickness,
and self-doubt – aspects of
Erasmus which are all too human
to be represented in the macro
levels of the programme itself; but
which are human and inevitable
nonetheless. A point which is
stressed at preparatory meetings
for students planning to study
abroad is exactly this – the anxiety
and other negative aspects that
are often experienced by students
who take part in Erasmus. This
“dark side” of Erasmus is one
that lurks powerfully yet invisibly
below the romantic testimonials
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and promotional videos one
often sees when researching the
programme online. It’s arguably
an aspect which isn’t spoken about
enough or given due-diligence –
though it must be mentioned that
co-ordinators in UCC show no
qualms about informing prospective
Erasmus students of the struggles
they may (or more likely, will) face
during their year abroad.
It often strikes me that young
college students – 18-24-year-olds
who have taken the traditional
Leaving Certificate route – are
expected to advance astronomically
in maturity upon making the
transition from secondary school
to college. I can’t overstate the
amount of times I’ve heard the
phrase “thrown in” when listening
to students’ accounts of their early
experiences of adapting to college
life. It’s as if the miniscule threemonth period that lies between the
Leaving Cert Exams and the first
day of College is a time of butterflylike cocooning and rebirth, during
which the immature teenager
rapidly and naturally blossoms into
a sophisticated and world-ready
Young Adult™. It’s an unwritten
rule. You’re expected to take on the
avalanche of responsibilities with
ease and grace. Live on your own,
manage your own finances, make
new friends, find your way around
campus, attend every class, learn
the semantics of academic writing
and referencing because “you’re
not in secondary school anymore
[even though you were a few
months ago]”. Of course, I’m being
hyperbolic and numerous support
systems are offered to students who
are struggling with the transition
from school to college-life; but the
point still stands. The expectation
that students can integrate with
seamless grace into the uncharted
waters of college is an illogical
one – and frankly, shouldn’t be an
expectation at all.
Even as a second-year student with
over a year of college experience
behind me, I sometimes still get
the notion that I haven’t completely
passed through the acclimatisation

period. I have friends, many older
and more experienced than myself,
who still don’t actually know
how to take a book out from the
college library. With over 20,000
students and countless little details
to be learned about the college and
student-life, UCC (along with most
colleges in the world) simply does
not have the necessary resources
required to ensure that every
student is completely informed and
ready to take the college experience
in their stride. It’s nobody’s fault
– it’s just an unfortunate fact of
college-life, and can lead to a lot
of confusion and, in some cases, a
failure to adapt and cope.
The fact that college alone can
cause such distress and confusion
makes the thought of Erasmus
somewhat terrifying. The thought
of having to face such difficulty
to adapt in a country which is
often completely foreign and
unfamiliar is unnerving to say the
least. I’ve heard accounts, both
directly and indirectly of students
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exotic and alien opportunity as that
of Erasmus, we tend to view it in
such a way that makes us forget
the very minor struggles of being
human that will undoubtedly follow
us, no matter how far or wide we fly
away. One such painfully human –
and in some ways painfully funny
– example that comes to mind is
a story I was told by an Erasmus
student who went to study in Prague
a few years back. On a particular
morning, he found that all of his
friends and roommates were away
at classes and other engagements,
while he was left at home alone.
A sense of boredom and loneliness
soon began to creep up on him. In
a fit of lonely desperation, after a
pointless hour or so of wandering
about the local area, he resorted to
going to the cinema – by himself.
I don’t harbour any particular
objections towards going to the
cinema by oneself – in fact, I think
that it’s an activity more suited to
individual participation. However,
there’s something about this simple
little anecdote which beautifully

Life abroad is still life, no
less stress-ﬁlled and difﬁcult
than it can be at home.
who simply failed to adapt to life
in their University abroad - due to
homesickness, academic failings,
general cultural barriers, or all of
the above – and ended up returning
home early. To me, these kind of
‘Erasmus horror stories’ are not a
deterrent, they’re an enlightenment
and an education – which is what I
hope for this article to be. Erasmus
is a great opportunity for a lot of
reasons, but the chance to embark
on a starry-eyed adventure to some
far-away utopia is not one of them.
Life abroad is still life, no less
stress-filled and difficult than it can
be at home.

captures the unextraordinary and
very human aspects of Erasmus
which are hardly ever included
in the conversation. Feelings of
loneliness, discomfort and general
sadness know no borders. They’ll
follow you no matter how far you
run or how exotically you travel.
This is not something to be afraid
of when setting out on Erasmus,
it’s just something to be realised
and remembered. In a strange way,
I think it’s somewhat endearing.
These trivial little struggles and
inadequacies are, for me, a big and
important part of what makes us
human. We set out into the world
When presented with such an and we inevitably struggle, but
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it’s this struggle that builds our
character.
The opportunity and privilege that
Erasmus offers and represents
cannot
be
stressed
enough.
Studying abroad is a dream dreamt
by many and realised by very
few. If it’s something that awaits
you down the line, or even rests
somewhere in the pool of your
future ambitions, I advise you fully
and enthusiastically towards it.
There is a ‘dark side’ to Erasmus,
as there is to all things. We’re
human, and nothing we experience
will ever reach the ethereal highs
of filtered positivity presented in
an Erasmus promotional video.
Personally, I wouldn’t have it any
other way. The small anecdotal
struggles and adversities which get
edited out of these videos are, for
me, just as important as the rest of
the story.
I’m going on Erasmus next year.
A full college year of studying
abroad awaits me, and I couldn’t
be more excited. I’m not expecting
a full year of heavenly highs and
scrapbook-worthy
memories.
I’m expecting the highs to come,
but with a fair measure of lows.
Homesickness;
loneliness;
struggling to adapt – they’re all
just unavoidable parts of the larger,
amazing equation. “It was the
best year of my life” is something
almost certainly heard or read by
anyone who has ever done even the
slightest of online research about
the Erasmus programme, and it may
very well be true. Equally however,
it is important not to allow these
eerily-positive accounts of the year
abroad to create false expectations,
and an anticipation for a full year
of life-changing utopian highs.
Erasmus isn’t perfect for anyone
– the fact that we are only human
confirms this beyond a doubt.
Erasmus is about self-development,
discovery and opportunity for
sure; but, just as importantly, it’s
about wandering around unsure of
yourself, feeling a bit foolish, and
sitting alone in a cinema in Prague.
It’s all part of the experience; and
it’s all part of life. 
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Umulbaneen Talpur, Features Writer
Roald Dahl once said, “those who
don’t believe in magic will never find
it” and I very much agree with him.
I believe there is magic to be found
in everything, if only we look hard
enough.
While usually the concept of magic is
exercised through spells and wands,
the magic I believe in is expressed
through history, art, storytelling, faith
and science. The results of all these
mediums is no less than a wizard
saying a spell and flicking their wand.
In my opinion, there is magic in our
uniqueness. We are all human beings
yet we are all unique. We come in all
shapes, sizes and colours. We speak
various languages, eat different foods
and have various cultures, but we are
all still the same. It’s baffling and it’s
magical.
Our senses feel like magic to me.
There are only seven colours in the
rainbow, but we can see many more
in our daily lives. The neurons in our
noses respond to only fifty different
chemicals, but they combine to
produce over ten thousand different
smells. Each food has a different
taste. The fact that the whole world
is a tapestry of touch is nerve-racking
and insane. Logic just can’t explain it
all and even scientists can’t explain
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everything. We are still confused
about some of the very basic things
we do or see every day, like: why
do we dream? Why do we even
sleep at all?
What happens in our dreams and
what we come up with is mystical.
We can be in one place one second
and we are instantly transported
elsewhere the next. We think of
magical things in our dreams like
flying, adventure and time travel.
How we come up with these stories
and our ability to tell these stories is
magical.
We, the human race, have been
telling stories for thousands of
years. We
use
art, film, words and pictures to tell
our stories. The Egyptians used
hieroglyphics, the Romans used
frescos, the Celts used folk tales
and now, in our modern age, we use
the internet. There must be magic
behind that one moment when an
author hears or observes something
that just clicks, and makes them
decide to paint that picture or to
write that novel or to make that
video. The wand of a writer is their
pen, the wand of a filmmaker is their
camera and the wand of a painter is
their brush. Everyone sees and feels
things, but it is these magicians that
have the ability to capture our hearts
through storytelling.
I believe our progression as human
beings has an element of magic
to it. We evolved from cavemen

to Neolithic farmers, to Celts and
Vikings and then we became soldiers
through the World Wars. Now, in
the Twenty-First Century, we’re
either referred to as ‘Generation
Z’ or ‘Millennials’. Our tools have
evolved from knives, to letters, to
WhatsApp. Before, it would take
weeks and months to find out about
current events. How it now just takes
one Google search is phenomenal.
You can see and talk to people
thousands of miles away. There must
be something more than radio-waves
causing that.

times are changing, more and more
people are losing their faith, or not
having any at all. I feel that just
carefully observing the world around
us is enough to think that there must
be something else out there. Millions
of sick people go to Lourdes every
year, and Hajj brings over two
million Muslims to Mecca each
year. There must be something in
these places that brings these people
there. It could be hope, or love, or
magic. In my opinion, there must
be a supernatural explanation as to
why they go.

For
me,
there’s
something
miraculous in our growth. I find it
astounding that only two cells can
make a baby that is smaller than
a full stop, which then grows to
the size of a seahorse and, before
you know it, a fully-grown adult.
This is particularly seen in the film
“Boyhood”, which shows the life
of Mason, an American boy, as he
grows from age 5 to age 18. The
director actually spent twelve years
shooting the film, so the process of
Mason’s growth was in real-time. I
found it astounding to watch. To see
him evolve from asking questions
like “Why is the sky blue?”, to
smoking cigarettes in the back of his
parents’ car, is completely alluring.

We have been enthralled by magic for
as long as we can remember. Harry
Potter only adds to our fascination.
The fandom is a family. We all unite.
That world took ours by storm
for a full decade and continues
to do so today. It teaches us life
lessons about courage, bravery
and love. All of these things are
fuelled by the magic of Hogwarts.
Unimaginable circumstances bring
Ron, Harry and Hermione together
and they stay together, even once
their storm has passed.

I think that having a faith has its own
magical charm. The feeling you get
from being able to sit and talk to God
is something else. It’s heartwarming
and beautiful. Unfortunately, as

The magic of everyday life is
something that cannot be ignored.
Values like love, compassion and
mercy are all magic, be it caused
by circumstances, hormones or a
mixture of both. There is magic in all
of us and we must think back to what
our great Roald Dahl said, “those
who don’t believe in magic, truly
will never find it”. 
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Plants are Smart Too:

you woodn’t understand
Remi Donnchadh O’Connell,
Features Writer
Are the flowers on your windowsill
quiet? A bit too quiet? That’s because
they’re not talking to you. Like that
friend who, well, isn’t one anymore
- they only converse within their
own clique. Whether or not your pot
of lavender is talking smack about
you and your singing voice (which
sounds choir-worthy when you’re
wearing earphones and the volume is
on full), is not for me to say thanks
to a language barrier. However, a
lot of science points increasingly
towards plants being much more
intelligible than we once understood,
and that we may have to rethink how
we perceive intelligence in general.
We may not think of trees as a very
chatty bunch, their bark tends to be
quiet, but when we delve into the
soil we are met with an orchestra
of communications. An experiment
done by Serzanne Simard shows this
perfectly. In the experiment, a few
trees in a small birch and douglas-fir
forest were isolated (above ground)
from the rest with plastic coverings.
The isolated trees were exposed to a
quantity of radioactive carbon which
was only absorbed by these few trees.
When time passed, the surrounding
trees were tested and found to also
contain the radioactive carbon that
was only exposed to the isolated
trees. This provided solid evidence
for the fact that there is a constant
conversation - which you’re not
invited to - going on beneath your feet
when you’re walking in the forest.
How does this communication occur?
When a plant’s roots are dug up, very
thin white strings can be observed.
These are fungal mycelium, and
trees wouldn’t do so well without
them. The fungus colonizes the roots
of plants in a mutually beneficial
relationship (named mycorrhiza) in
which the fungus acts as a glucose
miner for the plant (its physiology
gives it an advantage in the glucosecollecting department). However,
nothing in life is free and these fungi
are not a charity organization. In
return, the tree provides the fungus
with essential nutrients (like nitrogen

and phosphorous) to complete a
mutually beneficial relationship in
which 90% of land plants participate.
This constantly trading stock market
of nutrients in the soil has given
rise to the term “wood wide web”.
This isn’t a farfetched term, as it is
not just the fungus and plants that
are bartering. Studies have shown
that in forests, better-off trees will
help the weaker trees of the forest
by providing them with nutrients.
These stronger trees are even known
to pick favourites, which can be seen
when “mother trees” (trees with
significantly more connections than
the average tree in a forest) provide
some trees with more support than
others. Trees even seem to have a
sense of comradeship in death, as it
has been observed that upon dying, a
tree will send a surge of nutrients into
this “wood wide web” almost like
leaving a will behind, even giving aid
to those trees that may have invaded
its space from time to time.
Despite this incredible ability
to communicate through their
‘internet’, trees still chat above
ground when they have the free
time. An example of this would
be the African kudu, a species of
antelope which when confronted
with a drought in the savanna, was
only left with acacia tree leaves for
sustenance. This choice of meal
would come at a less than worthy
cost. Acacia trees contain a certain
amount of tannin, which is a toxin.
However, tannin doesn’t present a
significant danger to a kudu in its
normal concentration in acacia trees.
So, when kudus were found dropping
dead like flies, scientists were left
puzzled. When the kudu’s tissues
were tested, they were found to have
extremely high concentrations of the
tannin found in acacia. It was later
found that, when over-consumed,
the acacia tree ramps up its tannin
production to a level lethal. This
level of tannin is lethal to animals
like the antelope and kudu, and
is produced by the acacia tree as
a defence-mechanism. As if this
wasn’t enough, the acacia was also
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sending ‘SOS’ messages through
ethylene in the air at distances of up
to 50 yards (this fact may stop you
from enjoying the sweet scent of
your freshly-cut lawn, as the smell
is actually a cry for help from grass
to nearby predators which will attack
pests who decide to snack on them).
This warning signal allowed nearby
acacia trees to ramp up tannin
production before the unaware kudu
even had a chance to start feasting
on their leaves. This defence was so
effective (and dare I say intelligent)
that 3,000 kudu were found dead by
the end of this silent but violent, gasinduced genocide.
I’ve pointed out an example of
plants being not so friendly with
animals, but is it possible that
animals and plants may work
together? A carnivorous pitcher
plant found in Borneo has evolved
to have a concave structure suited
to reflect a bats echolocation, so that
the bat may find the plant easily and
nest in it. The bat gets free, cosy
accommodation, but what does
the plant get in return for its good
deed? It gets shit on. No humour
involved - this is truly the plants
repayment. the bat’s faeces provide
the plant with the nutrients it needs.
A strange mutualistic relationship;
but everyone to their own, I suppose.
Now, to come full-circle on how
we perceive intelligence, and
whether or not we could consider
plants as intelligent beings. In my
opinion, it’s all about how you
want to define intelligent behaviour.
Many dictionary definitions would
go along the lines of: ‘the ability
to learn and act upon what is
learned’. With plants being able to
communicate with each other (and
other species); allocate and prioritize
nutrients amongst themselves; and
adapt their behaviour in complex
ways that we are just beginning to
understand – it’s hard to deny them
the acknowledgement of at least
having more than just genetically
mechanic action. Plants are of a
complex nature which we find
difficult to interpret and decode. But,
as our knowledge of plants grows, so
will, I believe, our appreciation of
the information they have to offer us.
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That's not because Europeans are
more likely to be vegan and take the
bus, it's because EU environmental
laws are some of the strictest
in the world (and even much of
Europe is still suffering from overexploitation.)

Climate Change is Your Fault

Samantha Calthrop, Opinion Editor

Veganism, plastic free lifestyles, raw
diets, tiny houses, and waste-free
living. Plenty of those have caught
on in the last ten years, in opposition
to the growing urgency of pollution,
waste, and industrialisation. The
EU only recently passed a law to
ban one-use plastics. Cowspiracy is
ranked 8.3/10 on IMDB. Even the
SU went a week without plastic. As
an environmental science student,
it’s clear human consumption is
driving the planet to increasingly
dire straits. If we were only a little
more conservative, less greedy, and
less demanding, this wouldn't be
happening. Global warming and
overpopulation is your fault- yeah,
you reading the newspaper.
Unless greenhouse gas consumption
drops very dramatically, very soon,
rising temperatures will start to sink
island nations and change weather
patterns irreparably. Land use is
already overtaking land availability,
the Amazon rainforest is being cut
down at higher and higher rates
every year. If you can name it, we're
over-consuming it and it's running
out, including freshwater (even
in Ireland), quality soil (turns out
building a city on top of land isn't
good for it), most finite minerals (not
even talking about fossil fuels), and

trees. There are huge plastic islands
kilometres in size being carried
along by marine currents, killing
wildlife. No wonder clean living is
starting to catch on. Minimalist and
clean, toxin-free living blogs are all
the rage nowadays. You can't even
pee on campus without ‘Go vegan
if you care about the planet’ written
on the wall in front of you. Is it so
strange that people are struggling
to do something about the problem,
even if the only person they can
change is them?

Honest answer: A little. Trying
to live as sustainably as possible
is admirable, of course. Taking
responsibility for over-consumption
is better than ignoring it but are we
responsible for it? Every academic,
scientific body agrees that this is
happening, but it's not true to say
that every person in the earth bears
1/7,600,000,000,000 of the blame. A
popular CNN article advised readers
to help stop the looming disaster of
climate change by eating less meat,
taking the bus and insulating your
house. What would be the overall
impact of us going sustainable?
Not much, honestly. In terms of
water, fossils fuels, and energy,
domestic consumption is one of the
lower contributors. Often, in the
case of natural resources, the most

exploitation happens at the industry
level. Most greenhouse gases are
being emitted by industries and
energy production, not houses.
The vast majority of water goes
to agriculture. That huge plastic
island that’s out on the ocean, a
grim warning to people to stop
littering? Most of it is from fishing
equipment and marine activities, not
domestic litter. Almost every type
of pollution is about 70% industry,
30% domestic. Of course, choosing
not to engage these industries
is a statement; “I’m not happy
supporting this”, and, perhaps, if
half of the world's population went
vegan, plastic free, and car free, the
world would see an overturn.
Still, though, there's a better way
forward than pressuring each other
to boycott. We can't stop overconsumption by consuming less any
more than we can stop unemployment
by all deciding to hire someone.
Most of our products are as a result
of overfishing, exploitation, you
name it. But who let them get that
far in the first place? If our markets
are flooded with food that's harming
the planet, why are we pointing the
finger at ordinary people for buying
it? The EU, considering its size and
overall amount of industry, is one
of the lowest contributors to global
warming among the superpowers.

Every scientific body agrees about
the urgency and reality of climate
change. Of the industries and
countries that are making it happen,
why are we developing a culture of,
“This is our fault”?. Yes, human greed
causes this tragedy to happen, but it's
the greed of companies who cared
more about profits than sustainability
that cuases the real damage. It's
the greed of the governments who
refuse to stop them, even when every
environmental scientist is calling for
change. These are the people who
let climate change happen, not you
buying beef steaks in Lidl instead
of bananas. The entire population
could demand change and about
70% of the problem could keep
going undeterred. Yet a shift in
international laws and business
practice could do much of the work
for us. That is, of course, if we let it.
Maybe this is our fault, but not
exactly the way we think it is.
Sustainability is one huge, worldending issue made of many, many
little issues that would be easier
and more convenient to ignore.
In fact, the problem is that that
ignoring the issue is cheaper, more
profitable, and has no consequences
in itself. Cork is up in arms about
an incinerator being built nearby, but
nobody's calling out for better landfill
solutions or acknowledging the
need for change. People protest the
inconvenience of new environmental
law in favour of economic or social
concerns. Here in the West, we aren't
suffering the effects yet. The paradox
is, sustainable lifestyles won't help.
But we need more of them, simply
because we need more people who
care. More people need to know,
vote for parties who care about the
issue, support inconvenient laws that
further it. We don't have the power to
change things, only to call for change;
but, regrettably, the responsibility
has fallen on us to do it anyway.
Otherwise, nobody really cares
enough to clamp down on the issue.
Regardless of whether or not it's our
fault, it's going to be our problem.
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journey that has been. Never before
have we been so interconnected that
we have lost our actual connectivity.
I don’t know how many times I have
been conversing with someone when
they take out their phones and pause
briefly to send a quick snap. Is our
conversation not interesting enough?
Am I boring you or is it simply just a
new modern addiction?

Sharing a Moment
Aoife Gleeson, Opinion Writer

So, I have a problem. A most serious
problem. A most serious, delirious
problem, I must confess. I AM NOT
ON SNAPCHAT! There, I said it.
A most terrible truth. I know what
you're thinking... or what you are
not thinking, as I have undoubtedly
stunned you into complete and
utter shock. How on earth is there
a 19-year-old out there who isn't on
snapchat? It’s only “old” people who
aren't on snapchat. Like how do they
survive? How does the person stay
in touch? Do they use Messenger,

On Veganism
Emma Murray, Opinion Writer

O

ctober 2018 marked one year
since I made the decision to
follow a vegan diet. The idea had
been lingering in my mind for a few
months, however being at home with
my family for the Summer did not
make this change of diet very easy, as
I was still receiving worried comments
from my mom about the vegetarian
diet I had adopted a few months prior.
The decision to finally commit myself
to a veganism came to fruition after
finally being a position in which I
was living away from home and in
charge of my own meals. Of course,
my family and some friends voiced
their concerns over this change, with
many, many comments questioning
where I will source some elusive
protein (in case anyone is wondering;
beans, peas, lentils etc. Hummus is
also a beautiful creation). However,
once I reassured my parents that I was
eating enough and not dying, they

WhatsApp, Viber or God forbid...an
actual text message?! Well everyone,
you are in for a treat into the amazing
insight of a non-snapchatter!
I was around 15 when every person in
my year seemed to start “snapping”.
I was intrigued as to what this new
phenomenon was, and what was so
captivating about it that snapped
everyone’s attention away, (excuse
the terrible pun!). I soon found out...
sending pictures. Wow. Its popularity
only grew and grew, until everyone
from 12 years up had embarked
into the snapchat realm, and what a

I have to admit that this article was
inspired by a friend who, for exactly
14 months, has been going on and on
about getting me to join Snapchat.
He has presented every possible
option imaginable on how I can use
Snapchat in my own way to keep in
touch with a ‘selected’ few. Like my
school friends, I thought that after
a week he would give up but here
we are, still going around in circles,
both as stubborn as each other. I can
see his side of the story, however,
on the other hand, is it really such an
inconvenience to just send the text
without the picture? All my friends
know what I look like, so why do they
need a reminder when I send them a
text? And is it not annoying if I started
sending everyone snaps of when I am
bored, when I am eating, or where I’m
off to? Unnecessary information is
what I think of all of that.
There’s a lot of talk on mental health
lately, and I have no doubt that
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Snapchat is one of the contributors
to mental health issues. If it’s not,
then it definitely can exacerbate
underlying issues. We are bombarded
with snaps and messages almost
24 hours a day, which leaves very
little times for ourselves to switch
off. Most of these are broadcasts of
how ‘amazing’ everyone else’s life
is. What we are subjected to is this
perfect life, but behind this fragile
veneer is often a person struggling
with their own thoughts and
emotions. I think many people can
relate to this in one way or another.
It’s only natural that we want people
to see the best side of us, but when
does this turn from an expressionist
dance into a masquerade ball?
A quick search into Google
revealed that 188 million people use
Snapchat on a daily basis. This is
an unbelievable figure! There is no
doubt that it has become one of the
most popular social media outlets for
many people. We need to remember
to live in the moment though. Put
the phone on mute for a while and
give the conversation or event or
activity your full attention. Share the
moment with others face-to-face and
not screen-to-screen. Trust me when
I say that you’ll be all the better for
it, and will have a new streak of life.
Enough already! 

became more accepting. I believe it
also helped that I was willing to cook
for myself at home, sometimes even
convincing them to taste it, which, to
my surprise, received a majority of
positive reviews.
As a hot chicken roll is a staple of
many Irish lunches, it is no surprise
that the general consensus towards
veganism is quite negative. Many
also hold the belief that a vegan diet is
extremely restrictive and healthy, with
lettuce being the main component, but
I can gladly tell you that this is not
the case (seeing as I have maintained
some degree of sanity). I do not find
myself deprived of comfort foods,
with many options being available
in shops and more constantly
popping up, much to my delight.
Many restaurants also provide vegan
options, allowing for me to still eat
well without feeling like I am missing
out. I have been pleasantly surprised
with the vegan options available in
Cork city, especially with how they
have expanded even within the last

year. I have also discovered that many
food items are either surprisingly
vegan, or surprisingly not vegan, with
reading food labels becoming a natural
reaction during food shopping.
In conclusion, the vegan lifestyle is
not as daunting as it may seem. With
the plethora of options now becoming
widely available, it is becoming
increasingly easy. It is also comforting

to know that, as farming produce
impacts the environment to a much
lesser degree than farming animals, I
am making my own small contribution
to the health of the environment.
Therefore, I would like to challenge
everyone reading this to ignore all
judgement of veganism for a moment
and explore your options, maybe even
go mad and try it out for a day or two.
It may not be as bad as you think. 
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Editorial

Ciara Dinneen
Byline Editor
Editorial #5
Why have my editorials no titles? I
hear nobody ask.
I thought it would be cool to have
a collection of editorials simply
numbered rather than titled, so
that they would appear as a list of
chronologically ordered thoughts or
mindsets, seeing as mine are more
like diary entries or extracts from a
first-person narrative – Life of Ciara
D., ‘Chapter #5’. I forgot to consider,
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however, the click-bait theory; who
reads a block of text without having
the slightest idea as to what it might
be about? I am beginning to realise
there may be a flaw in my numerically
aesthetic plan.
Apparently there is a ‘Five Seconds Or
Less’ rule – people decide within the
first five seconds of seeing an article
whether or not they’re going to read it.
It is the title that people see first, or at
least it is the title that stands out most,
and thus the title that is the determining
factor. As such, it is worth putting
careful thought into the title; it must
convey the subject that the piece deals
with, make clear the stand or position
it takes, and be smartly phrased: short
and sweet, interesting and clear.
A thesis statement, it being a title to
an essay, thus needs the same care
and attention when it comes to its
composition. You may know exactly
what you aim to discuss, prove or
disprove in your essay, but compiling
your position, aim, method and point
into a concise, clear and eloquent title
statement can be, to put it frankly,
bloody tedious.
I have six essays due before
Christmas, which could be why I am
thinking about this. Productive or
procrastination in disguise?

My point, I think, is that having an
idea about what you want to write
about and giving the idea a title before
you even write the essay or article
can be really beneficial. Having a title
statement to refer back to, as you do
to questions in exam situations, will
keep you on point and prevent you
from going off on irrelevant tangents,
while also narrowing your focus and
thus making research much easier.
Keeping the title in mind will ensure
that the information you seek out and
use is relevant to your argument or
discussion.
When writing an essay, it isn’t a bad
idea to construct the title before the
body of the essay. In the words of John
Irving, “Titles are important; I have
them before I have books that belong
to them.”
For those that do read my editorials,
my fortnightly musings (thanks for
always supporting me, Mum, my
number one fan), there are two things
I promised I would follow up on: Jazz
Weekend and Halloween. Jazz was, of
course, great (I’ll be releasing a piece
on that shortly so do keep an eye out).
I ended up not going out or dressing
up for Halloween, so sadly I have
no embarrassing story about a failed
costume.

Now for the issue at hand, or in hand
(your hand). If you’re feeling like
you need a good laugh, we have
some great humour pieces from
Humour Editor, Callum Casey and
Joe Cunningham in the Film & TV
section with Joe’s piece on the many
types of cinema-goer (which one are
you?). Cian McGrath is tying in nicely
with Joe this week, discussing the
trials and tribulations of game-to-film
adaptations. Caoimhe Coleman, Music
Editor, reveals her findings on weeks
of research inspired by the uncovered
scandals of many artists, deliberating
the pressing dilemma: can we separate
art from artist? If you’re feeling in
need of some quality ‘me-time’, Rían
Browne, Sexpress Editor has written a
wholesome piece offering some great
self-care advice. We have two great
interviews this week; one with artist
Will Sliney, the other with saxophonist
and music producer Laura Misch.
I hope you enjoy.
Yours, Ciara

byline@uccexpress.ie

Fiction
Hex
By Laura McCarthy

Fog drapes over the mountains

When your waist is strapped to a pole

Let’s go quietly now

Like a shawl on the shoulders

And your tongue is strung up,

To the place where

Of a woman.

Hanging dead at the back of your throat.

You are knock-kneed;

Wilder than a forest fire,

The pair of eyes becomes a host

Lock kneed

Calm as a wild flower.

Expecting a great downfall.

Drop your heart into the well

Do not give them

There are a pair of eyes patiently waiting

And let the pen feel

The satisfaction of your screams;

For your very own thunderstorm.

How you feel when the tongues of men

Do not give them

A pen is a lightning bolt

Lick hungrily at your heels

A reason to cheer.

With ink-black tears

And bark flames of insults

Take your pen in your feminine hands

And the paper becomes

When you decide not to offer them

And make them weep

Painted with bleeding sunsets

Your witch cake.

Like you’ve wept

And bruised clouds that swell.

It may not seem so but you are most strong

When the words have not come.

And braced for the surge.

Travel
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Why everyone needs to go
to a music festival abroad

A memoir of Roskilde Festival 2015
Ciara Dinneen, Byline Editor

It’s not yet Christmas, still some of
us can’t help but think about what
we will do with our summer already.
Interrailing? J1? Stay at home and
work, go to a few concerts and festivals
maybe? Or will this be the year you go
on that Asia Adventure you’ve been
dreaming about for years?
Every summer since I was 18 years
old (I’m 21) I have gone to a music
festival abroad. My first was Roskilde
Music Festival in Denmark in 2015.
I’ve been back to it since. A music
festival abroad is most definitely an
experience I would recommend for
everyone and, based on my experience
at Roskilde, here is why.
It was drizzling when we arrived
the first evening, 27th June. After a
12-hour-long journey from Ireland
we weren’t fit for much. The festival
site was already buzzing with excited
Roskilde-goers running rampant,
setting up camps, filled to 100% with
energy that would last the whole 8
days of the festival – a wonderful
euphoric chaos. It being our first music
festival, and being thousands of miles

from home, we first aired on the side
of caution and sensibility. It didn’t take
long to realise, however, that letting go
was all part of it. It was the best and
only way. The atmosphere and the
people, their attitudes, all made it so
easy to let loose
“Take care of each other.” This phrase
would appear on the big plasma
screens before each and every concert.
Everyone taking care of each other
seemed to come naturally at Roskilde.
In the crowds, I felt I always had room
to breathe, room to move, room to
dance, room to jump around. People
looked out for each other, showing
respect not only for the people in the
crowd around them, but also for the
artist on stage. Seeing this, and always
experiencing comfortability in the
crowd, made me feel happy and safe.
Roskilde Festival is an 8 day long music
festival, and for all 24 hours in each
of those 8 days it is a non-stop party.
Constant blaring music, booming,
ground-shuddering bass, coming from
almost every camp. Some camps are
more infamous and notorious than

others, hosting parties every night, a DJ
spinning tunes from their impressive,
self-built towers of massive booming
speakers. These camps create the
best pop-up, homemade nightclub
atmospheres you’ll ever experience.
Never have I ever danced so much, or
had so much fun.
Roskilde is the festival that, for 8
whole days, does not sleep. Often the
sun would be rising as you make your
way back to your tent after a night of
partying; some people would still be
partying. There were still so many
places open where we could get food
or drinks. Grabbing some breakfast,
a strong coffee and a delicious, giant
Danish pastry, before I even went to
bed became part of my festival routine.
Music is the safest, and the best, kind of high.
You don’t experience or understand
that statement until you’ve been to
a music festival. Of course, music is
the main and essential element to any
music festival. Everything revolves
around the music, naturally. It’s the
reason everyone comes and gathers
in this incredible pop-up, homemade
town; to spend a week in a city of
music and sound.
I love music. I always have, and
know I always will. But living in
Roskilde for those 8 days taught me
how to love music even more, and in
different ways. I have never danced
so much, I have never felt so content

and euphoric and happy. The swelling
feeling I get in my chest when I hear a
song I love was amplified. I didn’t just
feel it in my chest, I felt it spread all
around my body. I could see it radiate
through the people around me, all of
us dancing to the same song, being
moved by the same powerful beat,
probably feeling the same if not a
similar feeling. Those people I didn’t
know, but that didn’t matter.
Music is a universal language.
Regardless of who we are, where
we come from, what language we
speak, we are brought together by our
common love for music. There are few
things more powerful than a crowd of
people, a grateful audience, all singing
along to the same song; a song they
love by an artist they admire and look
up to, a song that they relate to, a
song that makes them feel, singing
lyrics that have touched them in
some way, maybe even helping them
through difficult times. All of this
creates an incredible atmosphere, an
almost tangible electrical energy that
each and every person in that crowd
feeds off of.

A community made and connected by music.
I didn’t want to leave. I didn’t want it
to end. But that is one of the reasons
it’s so magical. It does end, and only
lasts what feels like a very short
time. That is why you simply must
make the best of every single second
you are there.

Film & T.V.
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giggles and the recommencement
of whatever flatulence-related noise
caused the outburst.

The Annoying Laugher:

A Trip to the Cinema:
Joe Cunningham, FILM & T.V. Editor
The advent of Netflix and other
streaming sites has led to somewhat
of a decline in the popularity of the
cinema. There was once a time when
the movies were not just a place to
go to see the latest John Wayne epic.
They were also a place where people
went to get the news, to pass a lazy
Saturday afternoon and to hang out
with friends. Cinemas were a hub of
social interaction and a fond memory
from many a childhood. Still, when a
highly anticipated movie comes out
we all hop over to Lidl and stock
up on cheap sweets, stuff them into
every possible concealable crevice
until our body mass to candy ratio
is approximately 60/40 in favour of
the candy and waddle down North
Main Street to the Gate. On a sidenote, I discovered recently that it’s
not actually against the rules to bring
your own food into the cinema,
although that doesn’t stop me from
guiltily clutching the bag of M’n’Ms
stuffed up my sleeve as I give half
of my weekly wage to the cashier in
exchange for a tic
There is a certain magic to the
cinema. It’s more than just a
place to watch a movie and eat
some popcorn. It is a fascinating
microcosm of humanity at its most
varied, trapped inside a dark room
for a limited amount of time. If

you have never been to a cinema
or have recently shunned the effort
in favour of a computer and a nice
warm bed, you are truly missing
out on an unforgettable cultural
experience. When you think about it,
the entertainment value of a movie
can pale in comparison to the study
of your fellow human, an endeavour
which can be a truly fascinating, or
irredeemably irritating depending on
your outlook/the quality of the film
you’re watching. So, in this vein of
thought, I have compiled a list of
just some of the different breeds of
cinemagoer, grouped in no particular
order of annoyingness:

The Bored Teenagers:

If you’ve ever been sitting quietly
waiting for a movie to commence
and felt a piece of popcorn impact
the back of your head at a paininducing velocity you’ll know what
I mean. There’s no such thing as
one Bored Teenager on his or her
own, they exist solely in packs.
Bored Teenagers aren’t really there
for the movie, they’re there because
the cinema is a place they can sit
together and amuse one another by
making silly noises until someone
snaps and tells them to shut up,
which is subsequently followed
by a ten second pause, muffled

I found Thor: Ragnarok to be very
amusing. I laughed out loud several
times along with everybody else.
What I did not find so amusing
was the lady sat behind me who
descended into fits of high-pitched
hysterics every time somebody
looked like they might be about to
do something mildly funny. Yes,
Taika Waititi is a very good comedic
director, but I don’t think even he
intended Thor falling over to be
quite that funny, dear.

The Seat Kicker:

You can limit your interaction with
this particular breed by sticking to
the Red-18 films, but if every so
often a fit of childhood nostalgia
grasps you and you go to see Shrek
the 27th, be prepared to have your
seat vibrated by a blur of pounding
feet. To be fair, this is not an issue
confined solely to preteens, you’ll
occasionally come across an adult
seat-kicker, which poses more of a
problem as, unlike their diminutive
counterparts, they usually fight back
if you hit them.

The Crying Baby:

Admittedly not one I’ve personally
encountered but judging by the
frequency with which it is referenced
in popular culture I assume it must be
a thing. Babies, you would imagine,
have very little ability to appreciate
the nuances of a Michael Bay
masterpiece and seeing as a cinema
is full of things a baby doesn’t need
- like loud bangs and bright flashing
lights - and very little that it does unless it likes soggy popcorn - I find
it hard to understand why you’d
choose to bring one with you.

The Critic:

You’ll know him when you see him.
Long trench coat, scarf even though
it’s 25 degrees outside; an air of
superiority. He’ll usually arrive early,
and alone, and sit down in the lower
seats right in front of the screen

where nobody in their right mind
would sit by choice, so as to fully
immerse himself in the cinematic
experience without distraction. If
he’s feeling especially superior he’ll
sit close to the end so that anybody
who wants to sit in the same row
has to ask him to move and he can
pretend to be annoyed.

The Latecomers:

Ten minutes into the movie and just
as things are starting to kick off
they’ll come staggering in, arms full
of popcorn and overpriced Fanta.
After a quick scan of the upper seats
reveals no adequate space, a brief
whispered discussion will end with
them bunching down to the frontrow seats to sit in the same row as the
Critic, who makes a show of being
resignedly irritated as they all edge
past him. Occasionally, a Latecomer
will spot a vacant seat hidden in
a throng of bodies somewhere in
the middle of the cinema and, if
he or she is brave enough, they’ll
make the arduous journey, past the
disapproving eyes and mutters, to
claim it. Queue knocked over drinks
and stepped on-feet.

The Rustlers:

The perfect crisp is hiding at the
bottom of the bag…if I could just get
it out….

The-Skyscraper-WhoDecides-to-Sit-in-Frontof-You:
This is a good movie. Pity there’s a
head in the way.

The Smelly Old Man:

A variety of cinemagoer that I
have personally experienced. Can
usually be found somewhere near
the front (those cinema stairs can
be hard to negotiate with a dodgy
hip) with a seat free on either side of
him, for good reason. Woe betide a
Latecomer who claims one of these
seats in triumph, only to gradually
be assaulted by a smell of something
that is definitely not popcorn. Has a
separate seat for his walking-stick.

Editor: Joe Cunningham

Movie Review:
Bohemian Rhapsody

Robin Daly, Film and TV Writer

Bohemian Rhapsody traces the
journey of rock supergroup Queen
from their humble beginnings
playing in college bars, to their
historical set at Live Aid. Centring
primarily around the life of frontman
Freddie Mercury, we see the internal
workings of the band in their song
writing and of Freddie’s own
personal life. It is a film full of ups
and downs, tears and laughter.
The film stars Rami Malek, (Mr.
Robot, Night at the Museum) as the
charismatic frontman and it is, of
course, a widely accepted consensus
that Malek steals the show. From his
stance to the cadence of his voice,
Malek does a spectacular job of
embodying the man we all know and
love so well. This is most evident in
the final Live Aid scene because we
can compare it to the actual footage
from the original performance. The
cast of the film had to nail this scene
move for move, breath for breath,
but obviously it is Malek who
carries it most of the way. You can
see him strut across the stage with
the same untouchable confidence
Freddie himself possessed. He has
you hanging on every word, just as
Freddie did.
Some critics say that the story of
Queen in this film isn’t realistic,
that we don’t see them go through
the typical trials a band go through:
we don’t see them struggling to gain
recognition; we don’t see them being
rejected and rejected time and time
again, but that’s not what it’s about.
The film isn’t just about Queen’s
journey as a band, it’s about Freddie’s
life with and without the band. If it
were about the band’s journey alone,
it wouldn’t have a year-long time
jump where a bassist materialises out
of nowhere. Furthermore, Queen’s
story in the film isn’t typical because
Queen weren’t typical. No regular
band releases a song like Bohemian
Rhapsody, it’s that simple.
Where the movie shines the best, are
the scenes where we get to see the
band working together, or just joking
with one another. The actors have
such an easy chemistry that every
jest comes so easy. While the film
is, at its core, a film about Mercury,
a light is also shone on Brian May
(Gwilym Lee), Roger Taylor (Ben
Hardy) and John Deacon (Joseph
Mazzello) as well. Never did I smile

so widely as when watching the
band figure out Bohemian Rhapsody
section by section. Watching Hardy
as Taylor trying to sing higher and
higher or Lee as May tearing into
the guitar solo is something akin
to witnessing music history in the
flesh. We get to see the birth of
We Will Rock You, with a goose
bump-inducing transition from the
recording studio to a roaring crowd.
We see the beginnings of Another
One Bites the Dust, all from a
simple bassline. The band’s easy
confidence is natural and obvious,
and their success feels inevitable.
Even when they encounter obstacles
and conflicts, there is no doubt in
the viewers minds that they will pull
through for the better.
My one quarrel with the film, if
I could call it that, is the creative
license it takes with history.
Bohemian Rhapsody provides us
with a somewhat sanitised and
romanticised version of Queen’s
formation, where Freddie stumbles
upon May and Taylor just as their
previous lead singer quits. For the
sake of a storyline, much of the
actual timeline of Freddie’s battle
with HIV is changed, we see in the
film when he finds out, and a heartwrenching chorus of ‘Who Wants to
Live Forever’ plays as he looks at
his reflection, but in reality, Freddie
didn’t find out until 1987, two
years after the film finishes. It has
been pointed out by some that not
enough light is shone on Freddie’s
relationship with his partner Jim
Hutton (who was with Freddie when
he died), or that insufficient attention
is paid to Freddie’s sexuality on
the whole. Still, I can’t really bring
myself to dislike the film based on
these discrepancies. It is ultimately,
a movie which, for narrative’s sake,
needs to follow a certain storyline.
Jim Hutton represents, in the film,
Freddie turning to better influences.
If the film is to finish on the high
note of Live Aid while still shining
light on the very true and very heartbreaking aspect of Freddie’s life,
I believe such an alteration was
necessary.
Freddie Mercury was a man of
breath-taking talent and complexity.
Queen’s story, like their music,
is epic, and presenting the tale of
such legendary proportions posed
enough of a difficulty. The input of
surviving members Brian May and
Roger Taylor goes a long way to
making the film genuine. Bohemian
Rhapsody is everything Queen’s
music is - loud, bold, hilarious
and tear-jerking, and I could not
recommend seeing it more.
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New in Cinema:

It’s getting towards the time of year where new movies come thick
and fast as the festive season overlaps with the Oscar-baiters. A quirky
mixture of serious war movie and sci-fi horror, the JJ Abrams produced
Overlord is out this week. Starring Wyatt Russell (son of Kurt and the
star of a very excellent episode of Black Mirror), it is another take on
the D-Day landings from the point of view of American paratroopers,
who stumble upon the site of disturbing Nazi experiments. Also out on
the 16th is the long awaited sequel to Fantastic Beasts and Where to
Find Them featuring an all-star cast and an albino Johnny Depp. Finally,
for a little light relief, the reboot of The Grinch (voiced by Benedict
Cumberbatch) is also out as of last Friday.

New on Netflix:

One for the history nerds like myself, The Outlaw King hit Netflix
last week. The spiritual and chronological successor to Mel Gibson’s
Braveheart, it stars Chris Pine as the Scottish King Robert the Bruce,
who fought to expel the English monarchy from his country. In a
similar vein, if a little less historically accurate, The Lord of the Rings
has finally been uploaded to Netflix in its entirety. If you’re a fan like
myself, it’s an unmissable opportunity for a 12-hour LoTR marathon
instead of doing work.

New Announcements

:
Universal have announced, via new creative director Chris Meledandri
(who has Despicable Me in his resume), that much-loved fantasy, and
spawn of a million epic memes, Shrek will be getting a reboot. I am
naturally incredibly sceptical about this but at least Meledandri seems
committed to keeping the original voice actors, declaring that “they are
part of the fabric of Shrek”. In separate news, it has been announced that
the next season of Orange is the New Black will be the last. Finally, AMC,
in typical AMC fashion, could not just let The Walking Dead’s Rick
Grimes die and move on and we are being forced to endure not one but
THREE tv movies based on his life at some point in the future. Ugghhh.

Editor’s Recommendation:

Before I begin, let me say that The Road is about as bleak as a movie
can get. I have seen it once and am not sure I want to watch it again.
Featuring masterful performances from Viggo Mortensen and Kodi
Smit-McPhee, and based on the book by Cormac McCarthy, it tells the
story of a father and his son as they cross a post-apocalyptic America.
It is a gritty, grim, and disturbingly realistic examination of the absolute
limits that humans can endure. It is a film more experienced than
watched. Don’t expect to enjoy it, but it is definitely one you should
cross off your list.

Music
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UCC Express Investigates: Scandals in the Music Industry
Caoimhe Coleman, Music Editor
A few months ago, I posted this
question on all of my social media
accounts: “Do you still listen to
artists/bands after a scandal has come
to light related to them? (e.g. Brand
New). Can you separate art from
artist?” I wanted to hear people’s
thoughts, because I wanted to write
this article, but mainly because I was
in a personal dilemma over Brand
New, as they were my favourite band
before all of the horrible things came
to light about Jesse Lacey (Jesse
was accused of, admitted to, and
apologised for sexual misconduct). I
got twenty-eight very interesting and
very mixed responses. There was
one response that stood out as being
the general consensus, but I’ll talk
about that later.
Music is a very personal and

emotional thing, for both the listeners
and the musicians (perhaps, with
the exception of singers that don’t
write their own songs, but that’s an
article for another day). Musicians
are very different to actors in this
way. One response I got: “I find it
harder [to separate art from artist]
with musicians as their art is more
personal i.e. you can view characters
separately from their actors”,
summing this point up quite nicely.
Obviously, it isn’t as black and white
as that. For me, and for a lot of my
friends, music is a lot closer to our
hearts than films, so I wanted to get
to the bottom of this moral dilemma.
Some people said that they would
outright stop listening to the artists
and would not be able to separate
them from their art: “I can’t separate
the art from the artist, if an artist has
done something awful, it taints their

art for me 100%.” … “Once a scandal
comes to light and becomes truth
then you lost respect for the artist,
and in losing respect, the credibility
behind the meaning of their songs
falls with it.” … “Brand New were
one of my favourite bands…but I
haven’t listened to them since…
because I feel so uncomfortable
about them now.” ... “I can’t listen to
artists who are revealed to be shitty
people… it feels like you’re excusing
their actions, especially if you’re
listening to them on a platform that
could benefit them.”
I got three or four responses alluding
to the fact that people would still
listen to a “scandalised” artist or
band, but the experience would be
somewhat tarnished for them: “I can
appreciate the music but I always
think of the scandal when I hear it…I
feel like I can’t enjoy it the same

way I used to, because the (abuse)
scandal casted a sinister shadow
on everything produced.” ... “I find
that when Michael Jackson comes
on in work that I bop along to it
subconsciously, but then I remember
his
numerous
controversies…
Doesn’t quite ruin it, but I can’t help
but remember.”
Others said they can separate the
art from the artist: “For me, there’s
a definite line between appreciating
art, and worshipping the artist.”
... “[I don’t] really care… I don’t
follow bands so I’m all about the
song.” ... “I can separate them, in my
head, but I’ve just found myself…
not listening to bands like this…
Not purposeful, just haven’t…” ...
“Robin Thicke is a d**k and Blurred
Lines celebrates misogyny, but it’s
a complete jam… I might hate that
I like something, but I can get past

Editor: Caoimhe Coleman
my values and still enjoy/consume
it.” ... “I think judging someone’s
art… is different to judging them as
a person.” ... “Yes I can [separate art
from artist], usually for the sake of
the other members of the band. If it
is an individual who has done wrong
then no.” This last response raises a
very valid point. Should we put the
other four or five people in a band
at risk of losing their livelihood just
because one member did something
awful? This is often a consideration
that people overlook.
It seems that these things mostly
work on a case-by-case basis. One
of the responses I got really echoed
this: “Certain things are just flaws in
someone’s character that can shed
new light on their music, depending
on how integral their person is to
their artistic persona. However, I
draw the line at racism/homophobia/
transphobia and sexual abuse.”
Another interesting response was to
take into account the artist’s reaction
to the scandal, “It depends on the
scandal and the artist’s reaction…
for example, when tweets are
uncovered from years previous that
use homophobic wording but the
artist makes a sincere apology and
genuinely seems to have learned
from it and changed. It’s important
to sometimes try to understand that
it could simply have been young
naivety and not genuine hate.”
I think most people lie somewhere in
between “yes” and “no.” Sometimes
the way we respond to things like
this is actually out of our control.
Possibly one of the most interesting
responses stated: “I think the closest
I’ve come [to a decision on this] is
accepting that it’s a subconscious
decision on my part…some artists
seem to pass through. I think it is
less of a case of separating art from
artist, but more a case of separating
ourselves from that art.”
Here, we have to raise the question
of emotional attachment – this was a
huge factor in people’s responses: “If
it was an artist who hadn’t affected
me so much…and they just make
nice songs to listen to, then yeah
I can just stop listening.” ... “I’m
interested in their music not their
personal lives.” ... “I separate the art
from the artist, because by doing so

I can enjoy the art…without feeling
guilty.” ... “I can always separate
the two…at the end of the day those
songs are effectively mine, they
may have some huge sentimental
meaning to me and I’ll continue to
enjoy them somewhat.” ... “It’s hard
to detach yourself from something
you hold so dear.” My response
would fall into this category too. If
a song or an album has meaning to
me, I don’t want to feel guilty for
still enjoying it. However, I think
the level of emotional attachment
does influence people’s decisions
here, and understandably so. The
more attached we are to something
the more we are inclined to be
blindsided by that and possibly
ignore our morals. Does that make
us bad people?
No, and my reasoning for this lies in
that general consensus I was talking
about earlier; most people come
to a sort of compromise. “Brand
New were my favourite band until
the scandal broke. From then on, I
decided I would not support them
monetarily. However, I do still listen
to the CDs I’ve owned for years and
I do feel I cannot help but enjoy the
music that I loved for so long.” ...
“I feel bad, so I listen to their music
on a video someone else uploaded
so I don’t support them financially.”
... “As a rule, I wouldn’t stream
them legally, but if their music is
something I’m emotionally attached
to, I’ll download it off some sketchy
site.” ... “I feel like if I don’t support
an artist’s behaviour but still enjoy
their music, I’ll try do it in a way
that doesn’t benefit them financially,
to somehow justify it in my own
mind.”
Could it be that we’ve found an
answer to this age-old and famously
impossible question? It’s hard to say
really. It’s different for everyone but
the general consensus seems to say
“If you enjoy something, you should
still be able to enjoy it even if the
creator of said thing turns out to be a
nasty piece of work, but, maybe don’t
give them your money…” At the end
of the day, we could take this back
to the basics of supply and demand.
It’s important to be informed and
consider the consequences of what
we consume. 
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Twitter + Musicians =

Comedy Gold?
Caoimhe Coleman, Music Editor
Fangclub

@Fangclubband
“Feeling like the crust of bread the
way you cut me off.....#wisdumb”

Laura Duff releases
debut single “Up To You”
Robin Daly, Music Writer
Limerick native singer-songwriter
Laura Duff makes a strong debut
with her new single, ‘Up To You’.
The single, which was recorded
and produced by Christian Best of
Monique Studios, Co. Cork and
mastered by Richard Dowling from
WAV Mastering is the first track to
be dropped from Duff's upcoming EP
For Your Company, slated for release
in late January 2019. Duff, who is
now based out of Cork, is joined
on the recording by JJ Lee (Bass),
Christopher O'Sullivan (Drums) and
Cónal Murphy (Guitar).
It’s always a pleasure to support
Irish acts, and Duff makes it easy.
With whimsical, atmospheric yet
almost eerie vocals, “Up To You” is
reminiscent almost of a siren song,
and I for one was ready to follow Duff
anywhere. The instrumental is just
as incredible, wonderfully blending
a relaxed bassline and the crunching
guitar that leads into the chorus.
We asked Laura about her experience
recording the EP. “We spent a week in
the studio in May, and another week in
October, Christian also produced the
tracks - he brought them to life! The
studio was extremely developmental
for us in terms of finding our sound
and experimenting with different
instruments…The songs, that I’ve had
with me for a few years now, really
took on a new life during recording,
into a sound I never would have
imagined before. I’m really proud of
the EP as a whole, it was an all-round
amazing experience, I’m so lucky to
get to make music and perform with
such close friends.”
The EP has clearly been a highly
collaborative work, with local Cork
artist Martha Lyons designing the
EP artwork. The release of this EP
isn’t Duff’s only plans for the next
year - she plans to join the festival
circuit in the following year. “Up To
You” is available across all streaming
platforms, and her next single “The
Other Side”, due out next month. 

Josh Dun of Twenty One Pilots
@joshuadun

“I'm here to ruin more wedding
photos with my bright hair and
my loud crying.”

Kojaque

@kojaque
“Fuck it, I'm going as the spire
for Halloween”

Mark Hoppus of Blink-182
@markhoppus

“Still really angry that I didn’t
get invited to any Halloween
parties that wouldn’t‘ve gone to
anyway.”

Rubber Bandits

@Rubberbandits
“It's all just a Trojan horse to
get more Brits listening to my
podcast and they can hear me talk
about colonialism loads”

Slaves

@Slaves
“Only fascists put butter in the
fridge”

Theo Ellis of Wolf Alice
@SteadyTheo

“Scrolling with your little finger
is top 5 most off key moves.”

Versatile

@outburstpal
“You better fix up that winged
eyeliner before you come at me
honey, it's appalling”

interviews
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to make this comic, artistically
and beyond? Is Irish Mythology
a topic which you would like to
return to again?

Those stories are amazing. Any story
that has lasted thousands of years I
guess has to be. I have written more
stories based on Irish Mythology but
Marvel are keeping me too busy to
return to the books.

A chat with Will Sliney
Cian McGrath, Gaming Editor The recently released Spiderman
Will Sliney is an artist from Cork,
famous for his work on Marvel
Comic’s Spiderman 2099, as well as
his own book Cú Chullain. I had the
pleasure of meeting him at the launch
of his most recent work, the comic
book adaptation of Solo: A Star Wars
Story, in Comic Vault in Cork. Will
was an absolute gentleman to all
those in attendance, giving every
single person as much of his time
as they could have wanted. It was
a magnificent event promoting the
excellent work of one of Cork’s
brightest talents.

Star Wars would have been up next
and I'm very lucky to get to jump
over there after working on SpiderMan for so long.

game, for PlayStation, featured a
suit that you are rather familiar Who is your favourite villain in
with, the 2099 suit. Obviously any media and why?
Spidey has seen a lot of suits Tough one. Probably Darth Vader,
over the years, which is your overall, if I look at the impact the
character has had on me over the
favourite?
years.

If you had to cast any actor as
Cú Chulainn in a live-action film
adaptation, who would it be and
why?
I picked out a full cast for a Cú
Chulainn movie a few years ago. If I
had a free pick, it would be a young
Michael Fassbender.

Marvel Comics do not share the
same universe as the films, where
as the Star Wars comics, novels
and games are now all linked in
Canon. How did this affect the
creation of the Solo comic?
Solo is a little different than a
Marvel universe comic. Any Star
Wars comic does take part in the
movie universe, especially when we
adapt the movies. All of our stories
are looked over by Lucasfilm's story
group to make sure it all works
canonically.

I’ve seen you quoted as saying
that you had always wanted
to create a Spiderman comic. Is
there another character you
share a similar ambition for?
Personally, I cannot draw hands,
especially fingers. Is there
anything in particular that you
find/have found tough to draw?

One of the toughest things about
being a comic book artist is that you
have to be able to draw anything.
Belt buckles, boot laces, cars, fire
hydrants. These are some of the
more common awkward things to
draw. Right now, the interior of the
Millennium Falcon is proving to be
a challenge. But with anything in
comics, you just have to focus on
any aspect that you find hard, and
practice drawing it enough until
you get to a level that you are happy
with.

How strange is it for you, going
to busy and bustling places like
You attended the most recent Comic-Con and then coming back
New York Comic-Con. What was it to Ireland?
like to meet fans at a forum such I love the dichotomy of the two.
My house in Ballycotton is about as
as that?
peaceful as it can get, and I probably
Yeah it has to be that white Spidey
2099 suit, only for the fact that if you
see that drawn in a comic, it's a story
that I was a part of. I'm very proud of
that long run we did on Spider-Man
2099

It's great. I've been there every year
for the last ten years at least. New
York really is the city of Spider-Man
and the fans of that character have
been so great to me over the years. I
love that show.

meet more people in one day of
comic con than I will meet for the
rest of the year.

If you could give UCC students one
piece of advice, what would it be?

How was it that you began If you like drawing, then keep
Staying with both of those
drawing. Most people who have an
reading
comics?
interest will either drop it for good or
film universes, what are your
Probably the earliest I can remember really progress onto the next level in
favourite Star Wars and Marvel My personal favourite comic of is when my cousin used to bring me
their early twenties.
Films respectively?
yours is Cú Chulainn, given my a copy of the Funday times each
week. I've always been drawn to Solo: A Star Wars Story Issue
Empire Strikes Back and either
love
of
Irish
Mythology.
What
them. I guess it was the artwork that 2 is available on the 21st of
Winter Soldier or Infinity War
was it that really inspired you took me in as a kid.
November 2018.
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Would you be open to signing with
a record label or are you happy
and want to continue doing your
own thing?

Have you heard of Laura Misch?
Ciara Dinneen, Byline Editor

If you haven’t, you should most
definitely check her out. Older sister
of Tom Misch, Laura is an incredibly
talented saxophonist, singer and
music producer from South-East
London, and is so unique in the least
cliché sense of the word. Delicate,
pure and wholesome in character,
her music embodies that same timid
softness that she does, while also
exemplifying a note, albeit a soft
one, of resolute power and strength.
I had the pleasure of corresponding
with Laura through email, an
interaction in which she so openly
told me about herself and the
personal music projects she has
produced thus far, and the ones she
continues to work on.

Introduce yourself! How would
you define yourself, who you are
and what you’re about!

Hey! my names Laura, I make DIY
music and art at home, been making
sax soundscapes and songs for a
couple of years now and doing an
experimental one-woman show.

Where did your love and passion
for music begin?

From copying people around me,
family and friends - I see it a bit like
cooking, just something you can do

to nurture yourself and others.

So right now I’ve got cabin fever
from spending too much time at
home so I would say mainly it’s
because it makes it sustainable, I
can’t afford to hire out a studio at this
stage, certainly it gives you a degree
of control, but also it takes control
away as you don't have access to
the equipment that would give you
optimal control, but I always try and
just use the tools I have around me
or can borrow of friends. I think the
label question is a complicated one
as it really depends on the people
you are working with and what the
project needs. I’m open, but also
happy working independently for
now.

Which do you prefer; performing
live or recording yourself at
home? If you had to choose to do
one, over the other for the rest
of your musical career, which
How would you define/describe would it be?
your own music, and what genre Haha, they are so different! They
are like two sides of a coin for me
do you feel it fits into best?

What music do you listen to in
What instruments do you play? If your own time?
instrumental, recently lots of
you had to pick, which instrument Mostly
Nhils Frahm, Jon Hopkins and rival
would be your favourite?
consoles.
Sax is my main, the others I like to
experiment with, see what sounds I
can make by recording note by note.
Freezing time is an important part
of producing for me so I am very
grateful to tech and DAWS.

Talk about some of your biggest
musical influences. What artists
have you looked up to, and which
do you continue to look up to?
This changes all the time as I find
a busker on the street as inspiring
as a house hold name, but certainly
Bjork, I resonate with because I feel
like she's so vulnerable.

This question always stunts me, I
have so much unreleased music that
I think it’s hard to define and I’m not
sure at the moment as its very much
a baby project, I think in a year I will
be able to define it :)))) let’s ask this
question again then please!

You record and produce your
own music from home. Why so?
Do you feel this allows you more
control over the finished pieces?

and balance each other out. If I had
to choose I would record myself
performing live at home?! To
squeeze in both :)

What are your hopes and plans
for the future?
To keep refining, till I find the right
tool kit, and create a sonic and visual
language that enables me to express
in the most authentic way. - and then
to collaborate more! don't want to
hermit forever.

Gaming

Undertale

Samantha Calthrop, Opinion Editor

Undertale, a simple Kickstarterbacked Game Maker Studio RPG,
exploded in popularity in 2015.
Created by first-time indie developer
Toby Fox, Undertale made up for
what it lacked in complexity with topnotch humour, heartfelt writing, and
a complete subversion of traditional
RPG mechanics and tropes. Undertale
wound up reaching critical acclaim,
even winning IGN’s PC Game of the
Year award in opposition to several
triple-A studios and established
developers. On Halloween 2018,
completely
unannounced
or
unadvertised, Toby Fox released a
follow-up game, Deltarune. (More
specifically, Deltarune Chapter 1.)
Deltarune Chapter 1 is only a few
hours long, with a cliff-hanger ending
and the uncertain promise of more to
come.
Deltarune isn't really a sequel. (Or,
indeed, a prequel. Or anything easy
to define. Toby Fox described it as
“A game you can play after you play
Undertale”, and no more; the game
purposefully leaves its relationship to
Undertale unclear.) Technically, the
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plot of Deltarune stands alone, but
the game gains a lot more meaning
if you played the previous game.
Toby Fox and I both recommend
you don’t play it until you’ve played
Undertale. For those worried about
Deltarune being “Undertale again
but not as refreshing or good”,
it’s not looking that way. While
it’s hard to tell from one chapter,
Deltarune seems to be setting up
something very different in tone and
gameplay; Toby Fox has stated that
Deltarune has just one ending, with
the recurring theme of the players’
choices not mattering. Whether or
not this will be subverted or built
upon remains to be seen.
Deltarune opens on a character
creation screen that has the
player decide on the appearance
and personality of their “vessel”
in the world. Once you finish
making a character, the game
then immediately discards it and
informs the player that, “Nobody
can choose who they are in this
world.” In other words, the level
of meta-humour returns, as does
an acknowledgement of the player
as the player; standard fare for fans
of Undertale. Deltarune has a lot to
live up to, but it does a good job at
being surprising and unpredictable,

even with precedent. On a simpler
level, Deltarune is just as funny as
Undertale, and its new characters
are easily as likable. While old
characters from Undertale appear,
the main protagonists of Deltarune
are new, or at least inhibit a new
universe; the plot of Deltarune is
new, unique, and is in its own way
nostalgic and heart-warming.
Deltarune’s graphics are nice, which
is an improvement to Undertale,
where they were mostly passable.
(By his own admission, Toby
Fox cannot draw.) The pixelated
graphics are strikingly much better
in Deltarune, featuring technological
advancements such as shading,
colours, and perspective. In all
seriousness, though, Deltarune
actually looks great. The wonky
overworld sprites and simple maps
have been reshaped into graphics
worthy of an old Nintendo RPG,
courtesy of returning graphic artist
Temmie Chang being handed
over more of the reigns. Fans
of Earthbound will notice a lot
of similarities in a lot of places,
including graphically. The combat
also combines Undertale’s bullethell system with a very Earthboundesque RPG party system. Speaking
of the combat, Deltarune’s combat
system has upgraded into involving

a little more strategy and classical
RPG combat, and it’s much improved
from Undertale; it’s versatile and
satisfying, and includes equippable
items, spells, and defending, giving
the player more options than “kill”
or “solve puzzle” to win. Deltarune
plays a lot like more like the RPGs
it parodies, and it’s actually quite fun
to go back and replay on that basis.
The influence of Earthbound is also
audible in the game’s soundtrack,
which, like Undertale’s, goes
extremely hard. (Seriously, one of
the songs is just an unashamed remix
of a song from Earthbound.)
Suffice it to say: If you liked
Undertale, you will like Deltarune
Chapter 1. You will also be very
confused and upset by Deltarune
Chapter 1. The less you know
about Deltarune going in, the better,
but if you played Undertale and
you haven’t played Deltarune yet
(c’mon, it’s free, what’s stopping
you?), it really delivers. For fans of
Deltarune, Toby Fox has confirmed
that the remaining chapters will all
be released together, but “could take
up to 999 years. (...) I have no idea”,
so that’s... something to look forward
to. And for those who haven’t played
either yet, you’re missing out:
Undertale and Deltarune get their
hype for a reason.

Editor: Cian Mcgrath

Video-Game Adaptations
Cian McGrath, Gaming Editor
Is there any other genre of film that
is so consistently disappointing as
video-game adaptations? According
to Wikipedia, the highest rated video
game adaptation ever is 2018’s
‘Rampage’ starring Dwayne, The
Rock, Johnson standing at a lofty
53% on Rotten Tomatoes. The genre
is one which suffers from constant
disappointment and exasperation but
while specific reasons for the regular
failure are broad and wide-ranging,
I think that one of the most obvious
ones is a lack of understanding of
what makes a video game great.
Video games can be anywhere from
tens, hundreds or even thousands
of hours of gameplay, story
development and character/world
building. To try to condense the sort
of experience that we have over
weeks or months in a video game
into a film is nothing more than
naïve or ignorant!
Attempting to sum up what makes
a video game great is incredibly
difficult, just as it would be to try to
some up what makes good music.
In the simplest terms, there is no
checklist, rather it becomes more
of a Venn Diagram. There are three
possible qualities a game could
have, a good story, a new or unique

art style and a challenging/unique
experience for the player. I am not
saying that a video game needs all of
these things to be successful, some
of the most successful games, such
as FIFA or Call of Duty, it could be
argued, contain none or maybe one
of these qualities, but almost all of
the great games excel in at least two
of these standards.
If you were to take a game such as
The Last of Us, it encapsulates a
perfect combination of the factors
above with a hugely compelling
story, some fantastic HD graphics
for the time while also holding
a challenge for its players. The
reason that a story like this was so
compelling was due to the sheer
amount of time that you spend with
the characters. To finish this mostly
story-driven game, you will spend
around 12 hours playing as and
with the characters in the game. You
struggle through the game along
with these characters. You feel their
highs while also experiencing their
lows.
Similar growth of connection can
be seen in almost every game that
has a story. If you look at one of
the most recent video-game films,
Assassin’s Creed, in the game,
there is an extensively complicated
backstory to explain the series’

various settings and how each
subsequent incarnation links to its
predecessor. When the film was
released and attempted to condense
these concepts into a 140 minute
film, it was described as “is a very,
very bad film that has no idea what
it wants to be” and “a film [that]
made me slightly more likely to
play one of the games, but only
because I'd do just about anything
before I saw this movie again.”,
while being given a 17% rating on
Rotten Tomatoes.
The issue here is that large portions
of the film industry often inherently
do not understand the source
material they are using, or else they
attempt to condense far too grand
a concept into a 2-hour film. This
lack of a basic understanding of the
reasons these games’ stories are so
phenomenal on behalf of the film
industry leaves it as no surprise
that making a film of a game has
proven to be an impossible task for
any film-maker so far, and there are
no real signs of these lessons being
learned in order to, finally, create a
decent adaptation of a game.
It will be interesting to see how
well the following films, which are
genuinely currently in production,
will do (our hopes, however, based
on the standards set thus far, are
not high);
Angry Birds 2 (2019)
Sonic The Hedgehog (2019)
Minecraft (2020)
Super Mario Bros (2021)
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Irish Content Creators
you should check out
YouTube

CallMeKevin:
Kevin is a YouTuber based in Cork
who continually creates edgy,
funny and unique content playing
any and all video games.
Little Lizard Gaming
The Fitzsimons brothers, Ryan and
Scott, play various popular games,
but the combination of Irish Charm
and their chemistry means they are
always entertaining!
JustCrazyy:
A first-year arts student in UCC,
Devon is currently doing a Red
Dead Redemption Walkthrough.
His content varies from games
announcements, through reactions,
to gameplay walkthroughs.

Twitch

CardinalityTV:
A master’s student in UCC, Jason
Power streams regularly, playing
various games, like Alien Isolation,
Destiny 2, Dark Souls or even just
a casual stream where he chats to
his audience.
Ruushyyy:
Dylan is a streamer from Cork,
streaming various games like
CSGO, Fortnite and Rust. As his
bio says; “Competitive Gaming,
with a side of Casual Gaming.

Humor
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working. He’s a real American hero,
that guy!” Mark beamed happily
as he posed with his son, Derek, a
school shooter in training.

Trumps calls for more “Homegrown Terrorism”
Callum Casey, Humor Editor

After the arrest of “Maga bomber”,
Cesar Sayoc, and multiple shootings
in the last month, including a Yoga
studio in Florida and a Synagogue
in Pittsburgh, President Trump has
been applauded for bringing more
jobs back to American Terrorists.

back more jobs to America and right
their failing economy are thrilled to
finally see their belief vindicated.

Many voters in middle America,
who voted for Trump specifically
because of his promises to bring

“Look, I would prefer my old
manufacturing job,” Mark Cropper
told the Express, “But Mosque
shooter is pretty good too. It gets
you out of the house, you know, and
the pay’s not too bad either. Trump
really pulled through for us on this
one. He’s even got the youth out their

Woe-vember

yet another listicle to help alleviate
the fear of a few of our follicle-ly
challenged friends.

Callum Casey, Humor Editor Pubes:
The irony of Movember. A
charity movement dedicated to
helping men, causes nothing but
anguish for them. All over the
world, men young and old cower
in fear when November comes
around. For one reason: the
inability to grow facial hair. The
Express has decided to create

Look they’re just sitting
there, and it’s not like anyone
but you and your doctor will ever
see them. Not with a baby face
like yours, anyway. Pubes are a
great alternative for Movember.
Depending on how far you’ve
let yourself go, you could have
some curly sideburns in no time.
Just make sure you wash them
beforehand.

Americans on the street had much
the same sentiment, “Trumps focus
on American Terrorism is just what
this country needs,” One supporter
said, “I am a proud Republican
and unlike all those SJW Libtards
I don’t want to see this country go
down the drain. I don’t want to be
killed by some Muslim foreigner.
That’s un-American, God damn
unconstitutional! I want to be killed
by a white, red blooded citizen
with a gun license, mental issues
and racist ideologies, and Trump is
helping make that dream a reality.”
A poll of the country showed that
90% of people felt safer now that
Trump’s initiative has allowed them
to be shot by any of their friends and
neighbours at any moment, rather
than a scary Muslim or even worse,
an immigrant.
Among the people praising Trump,
President Trump was, of course,
the most vocal, saying on Twitter,
“Didn’t I tell you all I’d save this

Your Girlfriend’s leg hair:

Your
girlfriend has been preparing since
August. As soon as she smelt
Autumn in the air, she stopped
wearing dresses and ripping her
legs to pieces. By November
she should have cultivated a
respectable fuzz; more than you
ever could, anyway. Ask her nicely
and I’m sure she’ll give you enough
for a respectable goatee. Not that
a goatee is ever respectable, but
beggars can’t be choosers.

Steroids: The short cut to being
a man. Like 10 gallons of mooju,

country? I’m helping this country
take back its time honoured
traditions. Apple pie and gunning
each other down. That’s the
American way!”
Today, Trump elaborated on his
Twitter comments. “I’m bringing
jobs back to good, honest, blood
thirsty citizens, just like I said I
would,” the president said today on
an air strip just outside DC. Trump
was with new Secretary of State,
Kanye West. “No more foreigners
coming into this country to terrorise
us. That’s our job! The only thing that
should be imported into this country
are, my wives, my prostitutes, my
hats and my horse hair toupees. Very
expensive, very cool.”
When Trump was confronted by
the parents of children involved
in another school shooting, the
President called her “Shillary
Supporter”, and told her the real
terrorists were in the caravan at the
border. Dodging further questions,
Trump escaped in the new Airforce
one, a Yeezy season 14 invisible jet,
designed by Secretary Kanye. The
jet was built in China.

‘roids will make sure you reach
the pinnacle of manhood that is a
few ginger wisps on your upper
lip. Side effects like erectile
dysfunction,
mood
swings,
blindness and death are worth it
to say you can grow a ‘stache.

Bathe in Rogaine: This method,

while risky, is very effective.
After regular baths you will
soon be growing enough hair on
your face, (and back) to carpet
a home. Just be careful not to
stay in the bath too long or you
will become Teen Wolf. 

Editor: Callum Casey
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HEADLINES
BREAKING

America is well and truly
fucked.

LIFESTYLE

“I have LIVE, LAUGH, LOVE
on my wall. So why am I still
depressed?

LITERATURE

Spoon me Daddy

Aaron Gallagher, Humor Writer

For many students, i.e. the spoiled
rich bastards who actually have
“loving parents” but no practical life
skills, living away from home can
be tough. There are many challenges
to be faced for a newly independent
‘adult’. Keeping your hourly
masturbation exciting without the
exhilarating fear of your parents
walking in at any moment. Drinking
5 days a week because you’re in arts
and there’s marks for it, and the most
arduous, gruelling adjustment many
have to make: washing your own
dishes after eating.
Not everyone is blessed with their
own live-in servant, sometimes
called a mother or mom in some
colloquial dialects. These unlucky
people were forced from an early age
to learn how to perform essential but
menial tasks like laundry, hoovering
and general cleaning. However,
a Survey carried out by the everreliable Irish Government found that
74% of people aged between 18-23
still don’t know how to scrub a plate
clean. A Mr. Ian Cognito had this
to say about a current roommate he
has been struggling to educate on

crockery cleanliness. “I took Darragh
into my care about two years ago. I
found him by the side of the road,
scruffy haired, hungry and smelling
of mouldy stout and cheap fags. He
had no idea how to do anything for
himself at that time; he was wiping
his arse with nettles. But, after a long
and intensive educational journey,
I’m proud to say Darragh now knows
how to use a shower, dress himself,
and most importantly, clean a fork.”
It wasn’t always easy for James to
deal with living in such squalor, as
nearly all students do. He once found
a drawer full of spoons encrusted
in putrid, hairy mould sequestered
away in Darragh’s bedroom. “Every
night after an unsuccessful prowl on
tinder for ‘local poontang’ Darragh
would eat a tub of ice cream in his
room and cry into his mysteriously
stained bed sheets. Often Darragh
would throw the spoon he’d used
into the drawer of his bedside
locker because sadness means you
forego all standards of hygiene and
welcome your new bacterial friends
because no one else will love you.
But that’s ok right? Darragh should
definitely not be judged in any way
at all, I mean it’s ok to not be ok
right?”. Darragh’s loneliness wasn’t
cured by ice cream but, unlike

my dad at least, his new bacterial
companions won’t ever leave him…
the disease riddled bastard.
The Express caught up with the
UCC Student Union president today,
who was dressed in an impeccably
tailored Armani suit paired with
a solid gold Rolex the size of a
toddler’s head, “We are very aware
of the problem and we have devised
an ingenious solution that definitely
justifies the ridiculous amount of
money we are paid to do this job.
PAPER PLATES, I know, pretty
great right? Bloody Debra thought of
the ‘paper’ bit, but I thought of the
‘plate’ part all by myself since I’m
the President. Missing money from
the Union’s account?... No comment,
goodbye”. Strong statement from
our student representative leader
but is it enough to stave off the
impending doom we face from the
invading legions of plate mould?
Will hypersensitive vegans oppose
this new policy because trees have
feelings too? The answer is no, they
still have 5.2 billion people left
to berate about their choice to be
vegan. At least they know how to
clean their biodegradable free-range
spoons, though. 

1st year English students
Riverdale Fanfiction selfpublished to rave 1 star
reviews.

POLITICS

UCC
students
join
negotiations, as fears grow that
Brexit will mean the closure of
Cork’s only Wetherspoons.

HEALTH

HSE announce new Vaccine
against Anti-Vaxxers.

BREAKING

Weirdo who has been talking
about Christmas since August,
already decided on what to
fight about with family over
dinner.

SPORTS

Dana White announces UFC
231 to take place outside
Abrakebabra on a Thursday
night.

Arts & Literature
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Historical Friction: Black 47 by Lance Daly (2018)
Éadaoin Regan, Arts & Lit Editor
For those who have not yet seen
this film, I implore you to do
so. It is a western set against the
backdrop of the Great Famine
which sees the main character,
Martin Feeney (played by James
Frecheville), return home to
Connemara to find his family have
been eradicated, by the law and the
famine itself. The film documents
Feeney wreaking revenge on those
responsible – and more – while
being pursued by British Army
veteran, Hannah (Hugo Weaving).
The responsibility of creating the
first major Great Famine work
and bringing it to the Big Screen
must have been, for Lance Daly, a
daunting responsibility. While I can
understand the criticisms of the film
to a certain extent, and will discuss
them briefly here, the negatives
are grossly overshadowed by the
positive contributions of this film.

There is no mention of the appalling
conditions of the workhouses or the
disastrous public works scheme set
up by Robert Peel in 1846. This is,
understandably, going to be a bone
of contention with famine historians
as both were major contributing
factors to the ill sentiment – to
put it lightly - towards the British
government both during and long
after the Great Famine. However, it
is important to remember that this
film was advertised as a western set
against the backdrop of the famine.
And to Daly’s credit, that is exactly
what it is. And so, with that point
made, let’s discuss what was right
with the film.
While seemingly playing supporting
roles, the characters of Pope
(Freddie Fox), Sergeant Fitzgibbon
(Moe Dunford), and Conneely
(Stephen Rea) are arguably the most
important in terms of portraying the
complex history of the famine. The

story of Pope, a woefully idealistic
British officer, and his arrogance
regarding the situation of the Irish,
embodies the consequence of
speaking on that which you know
nothing about. Upon stepping
outside the comforts of his rank,
Pope comes face to face with the
effects of postcolonial mishandling
and is ultimately forced to question
the British presence there.
Conneely, so stereotypically Irish
I initially thought he must have
been created simply to satisfy
the American audience, narrates
the famine experience through
seemingly inconsequential remarks
and a lack of interest in those
around him. However, he acts as
the voice of the audience (the Irish
audience at least) at various points
in the film and in a particular verbal
standoff with Lord Kilmichael (Jim
Broadbent) he becomes the hero in
my eyes.

Arguably the most important
character is Sergeant Fitzgibbon
who forces the Irish audience to
contend with the reality that unlike
our school education suggests, the
blame for the vile conditions of
those victims of the famine does
not lie solely on the door of the
British. An Irish character actively
seen to withhold grain (and he is
not the only character to do so) and
the venom with which he treats
the victims around him, or those
he suspects of helping them, is a
stark history lesson which is hard to
stomach.
Historical context aside, the revenge
laden story is undoubtedly thrilling
and will have you leaning forward
in your seat. Unfortunately, it will
also convince you that Feeney’s
retribution could perhaps have been
real and thus change the course of
history. But alas, just to reiterate, it
is simply a western!

Editor: Eadaoin Regan
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This year marks the 170th
anniversary of the Great
Famine. If you would like to
learn more about the Great
Famine, remember the Boole is
your friend! But here are just
some of the affordable famine
destinations to get you started:

An Bothán, UCC Campus
(FREE)
This recreation of a ‘mud cabin’
has been constructed as part
of UCC’s National Famine
Commemoration and is an
accurate replica of a fourth class
dwelling for many rural Irish
during the famine. It is located
outside the entrance to the Quad
when approaching from the
Western Road side. Definitely
worth a look and will put your
own college dwellings into
perspective.

The
Famine
statues,
Custom
House
Quay,
Dublin City (FREE +
transport)

Asenath Nicholson, Annals of the Famine in Ireland (1851)

This is a first-hand account composed by the charitable Asenath Nicholson
who completed two tours of Ireland during the famine. Depending mainly
on her own personal funds and those donated from her community in New
York, Nicholson documents her direct efforts to seek and help victims of
the famine and her struggles to promote social reform in Ireland, including
bombarding powerful figureheads as she travelled in order to highlight the
plight of the Irish. This book is not for the faint of heart. At times, I admit,
I had to place the book down. It paints a disturbingly vivid picture of the
hardships for those who starved and, arguably, a disturbingly vivid picture of
those who stood by but chose to do nothing. (10/10)

Designed by Dublin sculptor
Rowan Gillespie and presented
to the city of Dublin in 1997,
these statues are still a haunting
sight to behold.

HOT OR NOT
Paul Lynch, Grace (2018)

The prose in this book is, hand-on-heart, beautifully captivating. And I don’t
use those words lightly. Every sentence is musical and every object, person,
place, or thing is described as alive, feeling, or thoughtful. The story itself is
a harrowing concept. Grace, on the eve of hitting puberty, is sent out into the
world in the midst of the Great Famine to seek work. In order to better her
chances, her mother cuts all of her hair off to disguise her as a boy. Alone,
starved, and facing the bleakest years in Ireland’s history the narrative follows
Grace’s journey around the whole of Ireland; a dangerous quest, we learn.
Were this not a famine issue, I would give this book a much higher rating.
But in terms of the famine content, I must say I was extremely disappointed.
I had been waiting on this book for months but unfortunately the descriptions
of the famine conditions for those other than the main character and her
cohorts are fleeting. (6/10)

Skibbereen: The Famine
Story, Skibbereen, Co.
Cork (50c + transport)
The Skibbereen Heritage Centre
provide maps for 50c which you
can use to self-guide yourself
around the famous famine sites.
It will give you a more accurate
view of what occurred than that
atrocious Victoria Season 2
episode. (But that is a rant for
another day).

SEXPRESS

Editor: Rian Browne O’Neill
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can work wonders and are proven to
boost your self-esteem! As a general
don’t: quit comparing yourself to
others. There’s beauty in diversity!
There’s much to be said for the
saying ‘it’s not what you have, it’s
what you do with it.’

‘Me Time’
Make yourself a priority! Seduce
yourself like you would a partner. It’s
easy to get caught up in the hustle and
bustle of day to day life. There just
isn’t enough hours in the day, right?
Make time! You’re important, you
matter, and so does your pleasure!
It’s already proven how great a stress
reliever masturbation can be. Make
some time to get to know your body,
try out a new toy or lube, put on
some music, bust out those scented
candles that have been collecting
dust, try a new environment (the
shower is always good) or even a
new position! One and done? Never
heard of ‘em!

Get Empowered
All of the above might seem quite
simple, and great, but it’s much
easier said than done.

Getting Your ‘Sexy Back’
Rían Browne O’Neill, Sexpress Editor
Confidence - we’ve all got it in
varying degrees. It’s a constant
aspect in everyone’s lives when it
comes to socialising, college work,
our hobbies and interests; it even
affects our sex lives. There are loads
of reasons we might feel a little
less ‘hot’, unsure or apprehensive
when it comes to sex or a sexual
encounter. Sometimes it's hard
to feel good or ‘hot’ when we’re
constantly bombarded with images
and expectations in the media, porn,
music videos and so on. It’s easy
to give in to the little voice in your
head that tells you you’re not good
enough and, in turn, that can make
life, and your sexual life, difficult to
navigate and make you want to avoid
it entirely. So, how can we push past

this insecurity? What can we do to
get our ‘sexy back’ (Timberlake,
2006)?

to affect it in a negative way. This
is important in terms of using bodysafe toys, lubes, and non-latex
condoms (if you’re allergic to latex)
to protect from STI’s and using other
forms of contraception if necessary
to avoid the risk of pregnancy.

Self Care

Practice Makes Perfect

It’s become a huge buzzword in the
last couple of years. Whether it’s
your jam or not,

Everyone has the little voice in
their head that likes to pop out
every so often to remind you of
‘what's wrong’ with you, to remind
you of your insecurities. It’s no
different when it comes to sex, and
sometimes this voice can put you off
of engaging in sexual acts altogether.
The biggest help in challenging
that voice is taking away its power;
dismiss it completely (even pretend
it’s a person you’re not too fond of
if it makes it easier!). If you’re into
it, there’s a lot to be said for positive
affirmations, reminders that yes, you
are actually an attractive person; they

looking after your body is incredibly
important. It sets a foundation of
sorts; it’s why something as simple
as a hot shower can often turn a
horrible day on its head after all!
Look after basic things like your
personal hygiene. Invest in a nice
body scrub or moisturiser to make
you feel great in your skin. It’s also
important to make sure the materials
you use in and around your body
are safe and that they’re not going

Confidence isn’t something that
can be magically mustered up
overnight, it takes time and takes
patience, especially after an event or
experience that may have knocked
you down. Not, to worry, there are
loads of resources available from
general support services catering to
individuals who have experienced
sexual trauma, from the online
realm through discussion forums to
podcasts and YouTube videos.
Everyone has a curiosity in some
form or another, why not feed it?
Everyone’s body is different, what
works for some may not work for
others. There are lots of amazing
resources when it comes to sex that
can be used to boost your confidence
and your knowledge; podcasts like
Sex Nerd Sandra or Our Sexual
History, Youtubers like Lindsey
Doe (sexplanations), Hannah Witton
or Callum Swiggan and amazing
projects like The Beautiful Agony
– explore a bit and you’ll find a
resource that suits you.
There are so many resources out
there today. There’s nothing to stop
you from creating a little toolkit full
of valuable info that you can use to
not only improve your confidence,
but also yourself and your sexuality
in general.
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Student

NOW OPEN
TIL 4AM

SPECIAL

14” LARGE CHEESE PIZZA + 3 TOPPINGS

€10

T&C: *UP to 3 toppings. please mention offer when ordering. only valid with student id.
not vaild with any other offer. valid for a limited time only and at participating stores.

Gaeilge
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teangmháil” an ceann litriúil. Ach
dar liomsa gurb é an ceann is deise
agus is fearr a mhíníonn é ná seo:
“teangmháil le duine ná tarlaíonn
ach aon uair amháin sa saol, ag
meabhrú dúinn a luachmahire is atá
gach móimint, mar ná tarlóidh sé
arís”.

Ichigo Ichie: Níos mó ná bialann
Darragh Ó Caoimh, Gaeilge

B

hí dea-scéala ann do mhuintir
Chorcaí ag tús na míosa seo
caite nuair a fógraíodh duaiseanna
Michelin na bliana. Bronnann an
Michelin Guide réaltaí ar bhialanna
as feabhas a gcuid bídh; duais aniomaíoch is ea í agus géar-chomórtas
ann gach aon bhliain chun réaltaí
nua a thuilleamh agus seanchinn
a choimeád. Mar sin, ní foláir nó
bhí lúcháir ar fhoirne na mbialann

i gCorcaigh a ghnóthaigh réalt
don gcéad uair: “Ichigo Ichie” sa
chathair, “Mews” i nDún na Séad ,
agus “Chestnut” i mBéal an Dá Chab.
Thógas ceann d’Ichigo Ichie go
háirithe. Bialann Seapánach is ea í ar
Shráid Bhearic, in aice le Dún Eilíse.
Sráid an-shean is ea í a lúbann suas
an cnoc, í clúdaithe le clocha, rud
is annamh anois. Tá sé ar an bhfód
ó thosach na bliana so ó bhunaigh
Takashi Miyazaki é, agus í ag dul
ó neart go neart ó shin. Ní féidir

áirithint a fháil fé láthair, fiú amháin.
Ach nach ait é mar ainm. Cheapfá
agus tú á léamh go raibh tochras
damanta ar an Seapánach bocht, nó
sail chnis fiú! Ní hea in aon chor, dar
ndóigh, ach rud i bhfad Éireann níos
doimhne agus níos fealsúnaí.
Fear gaoil liom féinig a bhí ar a
thaistilibh sa Domhan Thoir le
déanaí a mhínigh dom brí na bhfocal.
Seanfhocal Seapánach é a thagann
ón dtraidisiún Búdaíoch. Tugtar a
lán aistriúcháin air; “aon uair, aon

Frásaí na Seachtaine: Seanfhocail
Aithníonn ciaróg ciaróg eile – It takes one to know one
Beatha teanga í a labhairt – It’s the life of a language to speak it
I ndiaidh a chéile a thógtar na caisleáin – Rome wasn’t built in a day
Is fearr an tsláinte ná na táinte – Health is better than wealth
Is maith an scéalaí an aimsir – Time will tell
Ní thagann ciall roimh aois – Sense doesn’t come before age
Tús maith leath na hoibre – A good start is half the work
Tír gan teanga tír gan anam – A country without a language is a country without a soul
Ní neart go cur le chéile – There is no strength like unity
Ní bhíonn in aon rud ach seal - Nothing lasts forever

Smaoineamh cumhachtach is ea
é sin, agus an-bhaint aige leis an
aireachas seo atá go mór i mbéal
an phobail inniu. Ach cuimhnigh
ar an méid daoine go mbuileann
tú leo gach lá sa saol. Daoine
anaithnid ag ceiliúradh leat ag
féilte ceoil, stróinséirí cainteacha
i scuaine an tsiopa, nó duine ina
shuí os do chomhair ar an traein go
Baile Átha Cliath agus fonn cadrála
orthu. B’fhéidir nach ndéanfaidh
tú cairdeas buan le haon duine acu.
Ach b’fhéidir go dtabharfaidís
misneach duit agus tú in ísle brí,
nó go gcuirfidís ag gáire tú, nó go
bhfoghlaimeofá rud uathu, nó go
dtabharfaidís cluas éisteachta duit
féin.
Ráineodh freisin go mbodhróidís tú
lena ráiméis gan chéill, ach sin mar a
bhíonn ar uairibh. An chéad uair eile
go mbeidh tú fara daoine eile ná fuil
ar d’aithne mar sin, ná dein an fón
a tharrac amach agus féachaint tríd
toisc do dhímhaointeas. Cuir caint ar
na daoine in aice leat. Ní dócha go
mbuailfidh tú leo riamh arís, ach nár
bhrónach an rud é an deis san chun
daonnachta a ligint le sruth.
“Ighigo Ichie”: ábhar machnaimh
dúinn go léir.
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I also went to a bunch of Patriots
games when I was living over there,
so I would have an association with
actually going to the games. Its very
hard not to follow the local team
when you’re over there because
they’re on the television every week
and all the newspaper reports are on
the local team. That’s how I got into
it, but everybody has a team, loads of
the lads do the fantasy football too.
I’d watch more of the college football
these days, I think we can learn more
form it and it’s more applicable for
us as a club, or even looking at high
school games in the US, it would
be a lot closer related to the kind of
football we play here. The NFL is
all about having exceptionally good
quarterbacks and it can be hard to
replicate that going down through
the leagues.
What can you tell me about the
history of Cork Admirals?

Interview With Cork Admirals
Declan Gleeson, Sports Editor
If you were to stop and ask people in
the street what they think the biggest
sport is in Ireland, you’ll probably
receive the same three or four
responses: GAA, rugby, and perhaps
soccer or boxing. And while it is true
that these sports operate at a higher
level with better financial backing
and larger organisation, one sport is
on the rise in Ireland and Europe and
shows no signs of slowing down;
American Football. I myself am a
football fanatic and finally got the
chance to witness the spectacle of
an NFL game in London in October
and what an occasion it was. Every
year, when the NFL teams come
to London, they attract fans from
all over Europe. I met Irish people,
Germans,
French,
Spaniards,
Americans, you name it. It is evident
that the game has transcended its
success at home in the US and
has been properly adopted by the
rest of the world. The success of
hosting these games has sparked my
interest in the Irish participation in
American football. Not many will
know much about the IAFA, but
American football has actually been
competitively played in Ireland since
the 1980s, but from 2001 to today,
the number of participants in the

Irish American Football Association
has grown from a modest 120 over
3000, almost 25 times the figure
from 15 years previous.
“In 2016 we have 22 clubs playing
adult full-contact American football.
Similar to the rest of Europe, we
play according to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) rules, which are the rules
used in major college football in
the USA. Currently, we have nine
clubs playing in the Shamrock Bowl
Conference, our premier competitive
league, seven clubs playing in the
IAFL1 division and six clubs playing
in the IAFL2 division.”
I wanted to get to know my own
local club better, given that they were
the Shamrock Bowl winners last
season for the first time in the clubs
history, so I sat down with one of the
defensive co-ordinators with Cork
Admirals; Brendan Kelleher, who is
also the club’s treasurer. Together,
we discussed the background of
the sport in Ireland, what it takes to
get involved with the team, and the
ever-expanding world of American
football.
How did you ﬁrst get an interest in
American Football?
I always followed the sport when I

was younger, if you go back to my
generation, there used to be hourlong specials on NFL on Channel
4 or RTE had NFL highlights
re-broadcast. It was always out
there, and once I saw it, I just kept
following the sport really. It got sort
of hard to get your hands on for a
while before Sky brought it back
and interest has been growing and
growing since then, and American
sports in general became more and
more popular.
And how did you get into the
defensive coaching side of things?
More through accident rather than
design. I was a player for a few years
and I was intending to keep playing,
but I got an injury at the start of a
season that I never really recovered
from, and I just kind of fell into
coaching during that year. It was
kind of a natural fit once I started in
coaching, I played most of my time
on defence anyway.
Going on when you said about
your own interest, would a lot of
the players inside the club actively
follow the NFL teams then?
Oh yeah, everybody has a team. I’m
a Patriots fan; when I was a student
in UCC I went to Boston on an
internship and I went to a game then.

Well we had our first Shamrock
Bowl win this year, there was a very
good Admirals team in the noughties
that went to the Shamrock Bowl in
2007 and were narrowly defeated,
but we’ve had two Shamrock Bowl
appearances now. The club went
through a bit of a rough patch for
a few years in the early 2010s and
didn’t finish well, and went out of the
division, but since we’ve come back
up the club has been doing well. So
two years ago, we won the IAFL1
which would be the second tier
league and were promoted back to
the Shamrock Bowl conference last
year. We got to the play-offs last year
and then this year we won.
A great achievement by Cork
year of course, but does the
that this was only the teams’
appearance at the Bowl show
how competitive the league is?

this
fact
2nd
just

In general, in the league it is
extremely competitive, its not like
getting a few groups of people
together for a kick around on a
Sunday morning. People put a lot of
time into it and train very hard, doing
a lot of on-field as well as off-field
work for the games. I think the league
caters for it as well because there’s
the different tiers to the league.
Depending on how well or poor
you play there are opportunities for
promotion and relegation between
the leagues. The top tier, where we
are in right now, is very competitive.
The benefit for the players I guess
would be that they enjoy playing at
a really high standard, and as well
there’s a mental aspect to the game.
The players learn about what they
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should be doing on the field as well
as learning about teams and schemes
off of the field too. There’s a good
mix there of components you have
to get right, and I suppose that the
more time you put into it the more
of those components you will get
right. That obviously makes a huge
difference on game-day. So yeah
it is very competitive and to a high
standard, in the top division with ten
teams there’s always probably seven
or so that could end up winning the
championship.
A lot would be said about the lack
of quality of an Irish American
football team, but the standard of
quality would still be very high for
these teams?
Yeah it definitely is, and just to give
you a good barometer of the standard
we had a number of players and
coaches at the Admirals who were
involved with the Irish national team
who played and beat Belgium a few
weeks ago in the first international
game that we’ve won. The Irish
national team hadn’t played an
international game in two years, so
the national set-up was reformed,
and we got together in a short space
of time and ending up with a win in
the end. And if you take a look at
the Belgium team, they would have
a lot of players coming from the
GFL, which is the German league
and would be regarded as the highest
standard of American football in
Europe. So yeah, when you hold us
to the same standard, obviously our
guys playing in the Irish league are
displaying a high level of quality.
With regards to the facilities
available to the teams and training
grounds, I understand most of the
teams use their local GAA or rugby
teams ﬁelds, would that be the norm
within the leagues?
Yes, well in terms of scale, our teams
would still be relatively small when
compared to a traditional rugby
club or GAA club. We wouldn’t
have the underage base to drive it
or the length of time to built-up and
established themselves really. So
look its on every American football
team in the country to go out and
build a partnership with somebody
themselves and find somewhere to
train and to play games. But I don’t
think there’s any club in the country
that’s homeless at the moment.
We’re really lucky here in Cork that
we have an agreement with PBC
in Dennehy’s Cross to use their
sportsgrounds. They have fantastic
facilities and we’re lucky to be

involved with them and have the use
of top quality facilities.
In terms of popularity of the game
and acquiring players, how large
would the player rosters be?
There are probably around 40 to 45
playing members in and around the
senior team, and there’s probably
a little bit of crossover with the
youth team but still another 20
or so involved with that team. So
there would be a healthy number,
especially comparing to a traditional
game like soccer, the numbers are
probably way higher in terms of
match squads. But we do need those
numbers because we always have a
few injuries or with an amateur sport
people will have other commitments
and it can be hard to get everyone
together for training.
Still that would be an impressive
base number, for a team that a lot of
people won’t know much about, to
attract that number is very healthy
for the club.
Yes, it is and there’s no doubt about
it you know, recruiting and looking
for players is something we have to
focus on all the time so we’re always
taking people on board. And it’s very
different in Ireland, if you were to go
and try and play American football
in another country, you would
have to have a certain level of base
experience and play your way up
through the ages. Whereas here we’ll
probably have a few players that
haven’t joined the club yet but will
be starters as soon as they join. We
hold kind of rookie sessions every
autumn on consecutive weekends.
These sessions are aimed at new
players to give them a head start so
that when we go back to pre-season
with the senior squad, they have a bit
of knowledge and are able to fit in
with the seniors easier.
And with the Admirals having their
most successful season last year, are
you looking forward to the next year
and continuing the successful run?
Look it’s going to be a hard season to
match and I think we’re quite aware
of the fact that if you’re the winners
the previous season it makes you a
target for all the other teams, and
they all want to beat you even more.
Other teams will be circling our
name in the calendar because every
team will take massive confidence
if they can beat the champions.
Just like we did really, we beat the
Dublin Rebels at home early last
year and that set us up nicely for the
rest of the season and sent us on our

way really.
Well it certainly seems like the club is
well set for the future. You’ve talked
about beating the Belgium team
and the German league, and then
obviously there is this Irish league
and the success of the NFL franchises
coming to London; so what do you
think about speculation of a team
being based in the UK or maybe a
professional European league?
I think that the popularity in Europe
is clearly rising and rising each year.
It’s extremely well established on the
continent with the likes of the bigger
German teams regularly having
upwards of 10,000 fans at their home
games. Even in the German 2nd tier,
they will have a 1000 or so people at
their games. If you were to ask about
the possibility of having an NFL
team move to Europe, I think there
is a possibility due to the demand.
They are comfortably selling out 3
or 4 games over in London every
year and there’s no doubt that they
could sell out 8 or 10 games if they
tried. But you know I wouldn’t know
how that would work logistically
with having to travel back and forth
from Europe to the US. But I think
there is more logistical problems
than any demand issues. I think its
only a matter of time though with all
the interest and demand driving it.
One of the most appealing factors
that attracted me to American
football was how it caters for every
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different sizes, shapes, and skills;
when compared with our more local
sports like soccer and GAA.
Yeah and that is something that
comes up over and over again in
conversation about the game. It is an
extremely inclusive game, there are
just more spaces and more positions
and opportunities to play on an
American football team. If you just
look at some of the players on at
the weekends, there can be anybody
from a guy who’s 5’8” and 12 stone
to a guy who’s 6’6” and 25 stone,
from wide receivers to defensive
linesmen there’s a lot of diversity.
What would you say to anyone who
is thinking of getting involved with
the team?
I would encourage people if they are
thinking of getting involved just to
reach out to their local team, they’ll
always be happy to have new players
coming in and they’ll show you the
ropes. You don’t have to come in
and have all the knowledge about
the techniques and all that, that’s
something that comes with time
from coaching.
If you’re interested in getting
involved with Cork Admirals, make
sure to follow the team or get in
contact through Facebook, email,
or Instagram. You can also drop by
one of their rookie training sessions
which take place on Sundays through
November, with the next session on
this coming Sunday the 17th.
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The Poppy, Politics and The Premier League
Tara Maher, Sports Writer
It’s that time of year again. Every
November, British people wear
The Remembrance Day poppy to
commemorate fallen soldiers of
the British army, navy and royal air
force who have fought in both World
Wars and in countries like Ireland,
India and Africa. The poppy can be
seen stapled across media personnel
including footballers, commentators,
singers and actors. For the course
of the month, those who refuse to
wear it come under much scrutiny by
majority of the British population,
most notably Irish international
footballer James McClean.
McClean, who hails from Creggan in
Derry in the North of Ireland, broke
into the Premier League in 2011
playing for Sunderland and since
then he has refused to wear the poppy
as he believes it goes against his own
beliefs and values. His hometown,
Creggan, was also home to six of the
twenty-eight unarmed civilians who
were shot dead by British Soldiers
on Bloody Sunday in 1972. He has
previously stated that he would wear

it if it only commemorated WW1 and
WW2 soldiers, but it also represents
those who fought in Derry and were
involved in Bloody Sunday, “It
stands for all the conflicts that Britain
has been involved in. Because of
the history where I come from in
Derry, I cannot wear something that
represents that”. James McClean,
who is currently playing for Stoke
City, has been backed by the
clubs board of his previous clubs,
Sunderland, Wigan and West Brom.
However, his decision has not
been welcomed by each clubs fans.
Following last weekend’s 0-0 draw
to Middleborough, McClean was
booed off the pitch due to the fact
he wasn’t wearing a poppy and last
year, in a game against Huddersfield,
where the footballer had objects
thrown at him which can be seen on
camera. Following this ill-treatment,
he has called out the FA for turning
a blind eye and that if it was due to
skin colour or gender there would be
more of an investigation.

symbol reminds him of a bombing
in his Serbian hometown in 1999
when he was only twelve. In a recent
Instagram post, Matic stated that
“for me it is only a reminder of an
attack that I felt personally as a
young, frightened 12-year old boy
living in Vrelo, as my country was
devastated by the bombing of Serbia
in 1999”. The footballer’s decision
has been supported by football fans
worldwide and has received no large
scale abuse like McClean. So, why
is it that the same decision made by
two professional footballers being
perceived differently by the media?
Is it because people know they can
get a reaction out of McClean? Or
is it because he is Irish? Similarly to
Neil Lennon in Scotland, McClean
believes it is because he is a Northern
Irish catholic who refused to
represent the North at international
level and who openly speaks about
Irish nationalism and his desire for
the North to no longer be part of the
British Empire.

Manchester
United
footballer,
Nemanja Matic has decided not
to wear a poppy this year as the

In the English Football Association
rulebook it states that "Equipment
must not have any political, religious

or personal slogans, statements or
images. Players must not reveal
undergarments that show political,
religious,
personal
slogans,
statements or images, or advertising
other than the manufacturer's logo".
The FA have proved time and time
again to only oblige by this rule
when it suits them. Manchester
City manager Pep Guardiola was
fined £20,000 for wearing a yellow
ribbon in solidarity with Catalan
leaders who were imprisoned for
their role in the Catalonia’s search
for independence. The yellow ribbon
was considered a political statement,
therefore violating the rulebook. The
Remembrance Day Poppy is meant
to commemorate those who have
died at war but isn’t war a result of
political disagreements? For a league
as a culturally diverse as the Premier
League, political emblems shouldn’t
be worn because they aren’t going to
be supported by everyone and will
inevitably offend someone’s beliefs
and values. Ultimately, the FA
should uphold its rulebook and keep
politics separate from football. 
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Cork City-Looking to the future
Jack Maguire, Sports Writer
As the curtain comes down on
another successful season for Cork
City FC, we can look back on
the positives of a very consistent
campaign which included finishing
runner up in both the league and the
cup. It is very convenient for people
to criticise and point out what went
wrong for City this season, yet it
is twice as important to look to
the future and see all the exciting
prospects that await this wonderful
club in the coming months.
Cork City’s squad this season was a
very dedicated and optimistic group.
Despite the club not having the
big financial backing that the likes
of Dundalk FC have, the players
work very hard and are committed
to bringing the club back up to the
top where they belong. There are
some fantastic young players who
will certainly play a big role in
maintaining the superb standard of
football that Cork City fans have

enjoyed over the past few seasons.
As everybody knows, perhaps the
brightest talent currently wearing the
famous Cork jersey is Kieran Sadlier.
Having joined City in the middle of
the 2017 season, he went on to score
five goals in the remainder of the
season plus the winning penalty in
the FAI Cup final which brought the
league and cup double home to the
banks of the Lee for the first time.

Sadlier hit the ground running and
in his first full season at the club,
he scored 26 goals while setting
up an additional 13. he certainly
played a pivotal role in Corks
domestic success. Sadlier’s contract
is expiring this year and there are
already rumours circulating around
the media suggesting that an English
club are looking to acquire his
services. Portsmouth have been said
to be eyeing up the young English
born striker but there has been no
paper signed yet.
The likes of Shane Griffin who
produced 6 assists from the left

back position last season and Shane
Daly-Butz, who are both in their
early twenties, will also prove vital
to the teams continued success. It is
very important that the standard of
the youth players in the team is kept
at a high level to ensure a steady
flow of talent into the squad. The
acquisitions of 21 year old right
back Dan Casey from Bohemians
and Garry Comerford, who enjoyed
two great seasons with Waterford
FC will certainly add to the already
determined band of players at the
club.
Cork City has a huge fan base
around the city and county. It is
these supporters who keep the club
going, both financially and on the
pitch. They are the lifeblood of the
team and contribute greatly to the
clubs progress and triumph. The
club have been known to be very
rewarding to the fans in the past.
This is set to continue with the
recent announcement that the price
of season tickets will be frozen
for the coming 2019 season which

begins on Friday, 15th of February.
Season tickets are one of the main
sources of revenue for the club. Cork
City had over 1,450 people sign up
for a season ticket in the 2018 season
which is the highest in the clubs
history. The average attendance per
game has also increased to almost
4,300 during the past season which
is the highest in the league. The
club has also announced that they
are considering the introduction of
reserved seating across all of Turners
Cross for home league games
next season. There has been some
excitement building over the past
few weeks about the ‘Back to black’
promotions that have been popping
up on the clubs various social media
pages. Many fans are anticipating a
sleek new black away jersey for next
season. Some have suggested that
the jersey will be one similar to the
black jersey worn by the Leesiders
a number of years ago. All will
be revealed on Friday the 23rd of
November.
Over the past few seasons, the
League of Ireland has been contested
mainly by Cork City and Dundalk.
In 2010, when Cork City FORAS
FC emerged, the many members and
fans could never have anticipated the
extraordinary levels of success that
the club would reach. From a club
with severe financial problems less
than a decade ago, City met their
challenges head on and won the first
division in only their second season.
City have finished in the top two in
the premier division for the past five
years and won two domestic cups.
This is an incredible achievement
and is a credit to the enthusiasm and
loyalty of the supporters. This is an
encouraging boost heading into their
eight consecutive season in the top
division. The sky's the limit for this
young and confident Cork City team.
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